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STOP PAYING RENT!
We have

own.

some

spring—properties that are going to
along. BUY NOW and you’ll get a

real

estate

and

I

fl

exceptionally good homes

this

ground-floor price.
erty? We have both.

Improved

on

———■>.

on our

books

increase in value

right

snug, cosy home

Which do you want,

The GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

city

at a

country prop-

or

Ellsworth, Me.

I have

just received

a

offering
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UP-

to S5c.—Belts and

Mrs. C. C. Royal, who has been ill for
past three weeks, is improving.

C. R. Foster is in Boston for a week.
is accompanied by his daughter
Paulene.
He

Rev. A. H. Coar, of the Unitarian
church, will speak to the Masons on Sunday, June 23—St. John’s Day.
Main’s circus is scheduled to arrive in
Ellsworth and exhibit the afternoon and
evening of Saturday, June 29.

«e.

OWEN
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eight-pound
H. Coar, of

an

A.

salmon.
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auenuing tue Maine comer*
Unitarian churches at Eastport
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ence of
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Monday,

aldermen

will

petition

for

a

at 2 p. m., the board of
have a hearing ou the
road from Main to

new

Union street.
Rev. G. H. Hellion, of Ellsworth Falls
Congregational church, preached at Dublin, N. H., last Sunday,
pastorate.

MASOX.

Iv.

candidate for

as a

The work of Revs. Mr. and

Mrs. Tbur-

low, of the Free Baptist church, of Ellsworth, has been extended to include Wal-

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.

tham and Mariaville.

Ellsworth, Maine.

First National Bank Building,

The entertainment

Employers’ Liability Assurance Corporation, of London, England, which issues
against accidents of all kinds. Every form of Employers’, Landlords’ and
Insures against disablement and loss of time
Owners’ Liability covered.
from every kind of disease and accident; pays in case of sickness or accident.
52
For rates, etc.,

apply

52
Weeks’ Benefits.
to C. W. & F. L. MASOX,

In such

O.

given at
Friday,

be

probably

on

June 28.

Rev. J. M. Adams and John H. Brimmer, of the Congregational church, are
attending the Hancock county conference

Congregational

churches In

Bucksport

to-day.
J. Prescott Gage and wife, of Boston,

stopping

in

Ellsworth

few

a

days.
Charles E. Sinclair
by Donum.

a

Gage bought
three-year-old colt
of

Next

Sunday morning at the regular
at the Methodist church, 10.30
o’clock, Rev. J. P. Simonton will deliver
a memorial sermon to the Odd Fellows

TAPLEY,

service

Ellsworth, Me.

Fir»t Nat’l Bank Bldg.,

local talent to

the

min-

a

While here Mr.

as I represent is the best investment
make who needs that kind of protection.

W.

hall

have been

companies

a man can

by

Hancock

of

Agents.
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strel show

of

committee

Unitarian church is arranging for
LOCAL AGENTS FOR

Miss Dunbar’s class at
the Pine street school hold their exercises
The members of

Are not

at 2.15

THE

it was introduced over thirty
years ago, and is years past the
We do
experimental stage.
not oiler you a paint “just as
good” as some other paint, but
we wish to sell to you a paint
that “is the best sold in this
market”, and we not only say
so, but prove it.

Krirtup

a

parents and

present.

Hill

W

II

Triir>

ivlin

Iiar

has

moved

back

Dutton house

near

Grant’s

corner.

The schooner

“Yreka” has been

railway receiving repairs.

stern and

to

on

A

on

hr^n

the

the
new

bowsprit

have been put in.
“Wesley Abbott” will folthe railway. Iler bow will be

The schooner
low her

We Weighed a Gallon of the
Sherwin-Williams Paint,

on

rebuilt.
C.

THE

at

and will

bring

Remember, you receive what you pay
for, and the less you nay for paint the

less value in material you will get, as
all cost of making, selling, advertising,
and profit is the same in a cheap paint
as in Sherwin-Williams—the best—and
more.

$3.41=
gold
Saturday.
won

the

shirt waist set on last

HODGKINS’ CANDY FACTORY,

is

now

in Madisou.

There

are

pronounced cases of
Bangor and several suspected
live

small pox in
The Ellsworth board of health is
cases.

alert, aud prepared to take immediate steps to prevent the spread of the

on

the

should it reach here.

The county commissioners held their
No business
regular session Tuesday.
out of the routine nature came before

S-Uj&cTtiscinmta.
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ON

Saturday,
For MEN?

::

walsh’s.

DAVIS’ BROOK
::
FARM BUTTER,
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2ZC.
x>er

pound,

DAVIS’ MARKET.
Remember the
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GARMENT CUTT NG SCHOOL

at No.
Perfect

6, Manning Block.

System.

Personal Instruction.

Pract!3al Results.
a •

T11'TTT

farm of 116

owns a

the

on

his

property is
and

mill

a

Lamont,

in

acres

which

He
He
and

be and

or

East Machias

May Have

One Next.

Boston gentlemen who contemplate the
establishment of a pulp mill in Maine,
were in this vicinity last week looking for
a desirable location.
They have option*
on the Hopkins and Hail dams on Union
river, and on timberland in the vicinity.
The same parties have been looking at
the Pope, Harris & Co. property at East
Machias.
On this property, which includes two good mill
privileges, and
60,000 acres of timberland, A. W King,
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy and J. T. Giles, of
Ellsworth, have an option, and will undoubtedly buy. Whether or not they will
sell

to

pulp-mill

the

men

is

another

matter.

The

seemed very favorably
with the Union river powers,

Boston

men

impressed
especially with the availability of
shipping facilities by either rail or water.
If a pulp mill is established here, it will
receive stock not only from this vicinity,
but by rail from Washington county.
and

the

will

There

hall

be

the

no

son own

Mr.

ent

iuib

summer

Stetson,

in

j'chi.

school

in

ouperintena-

oLHiu

The American,

letter to

a

operate.

same

says there are so many calls for summer
schools from different parts of the State
that it has been decided to hold but two

There will be

school, will close Friday.
urjuai

cash.iaoo

i/iunuig

hi

me nUUUUlD

asbertiscmnitg.

grades on Friday afternoon.
The Ellsworth Falls grammar school will
have graduation exercises at the church
Friday evening at 7 30. The West Side
of the lower

Drug Store.,

Old Reliable

Established 1888.

grammar will have exercises at the school

meetings at any given place.
Monday afternoon at 1.30, and the East
Campbell Kicker, a prominent citizen Side the same afternoon at 2.30. There
of Cherryfleld, who has many friends in are
twenty-live in the graduating class
this city, died Sunday. Though he has from the East
Side, nine from the West

consecutive

been

in poor health for some time, his
was sudden and unexpected.
He
a brother-in-law of Mrs.
W. H.

from the Falls. Most of
will enter the high school.
Mrs. Emma
M. Sargeut, who was
Dresser and Mrs. John M. Hale, of this
sentenced in the United States district
city.
! court at Bangor last week to forty days
H. B. Phillips is operating both of his in the Hancock
county jail, for attempt
brick yards this year.
He will make in to defraud the
government by a frauduthe neighborhood
of 1,000,000 bricks, lent
pension affidavit, was brought here
Mr.
nearly twice as many as last year.
Saturday night. Mrs. Sargent formerly
the
outlook
in
the
brick lived at
Phillips says
Mrs. Alice M. Look, of
Bayside.
business is better than for several years
Monsapec, who was a party with her in
with every prospect of its continuing to
the attempted fraud, was found guilty of
improve.
forging the name of Capt. J. S. Foss to
All next
week, beginning Monday the fraudulent pension affidavit in favor
evening, the Milton Comedy Co. will of Mrs. Sargent, and was sentenced to
This company live months in the Machias jail. Judge
appear at Hancock hall.
death
was

comes

here for the first

time,

but

brings

with it excellent recommendations. The
programme is changed every evening,
and many highly entertaining specialties
are

Side and nine
these

Mt. Desert branch

the

of the Maine
out

on

Central,
throughout the
a

strike.

The

in

with

common

entire
men

system,

asked

are

in-

an

of pay from fl.25 to fl 50 a day and
that their union be recognized. Their

crease

increased 10 cents a day, but the
company refused to recognize the union.
pay

was

interrupted,

and

the

has

not

company

been
it

says

will not be.
A

Sunday school rally

Baptist church last
Inspiring addresses

was

held

in

the

Sunday

evening.
Sunday school
work were given by I. N. Halliday, general
secretary of the State Sunday school
association, and by Mrs. E. A. DeUarino,
state superintendent of
the
primary
department. Kev. David Kerr presided at
the meeting, and took part in the opening exercises. There was a large and
appreciative audience.
At

on

regular meeting of the C. E. society of the Free Baptist church Tuesday
a

AGAINST

Etc.,

men.

Braun,

Cdrl

Bangor,

of

the

naturalist and entomologist, is in Ellsworth for n few weeks. He is arranging
for classes in nature study and animal life
for boys and girls, school teachers, and
others

interested.

These will

COMING EVENTS.

of

ladies

already

has

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 14,
15,16—Annual session of Ellsworth Free
Baptist quarterly meeting at Clifton.
Week beginning June 17, at Hancock
hall—Milton Comedy Co.
Tickets, 10c.,

been

children’s classes will be
a
by
chaperone. Prof.
accompanied
Braun will give a free lecture at the Congregational vestry some evening next
week, on the household insect pest. Prof.
Braun expects to remain in Ellsworth
The

formed.

three

weeks

or

more.

soon

be field les-

sons, with lectures in the evening. On
stormy days, indoor lessons will be given.
One class

Bugs,
Worms,
Blight,

be opened. We have'all the
munitions of war such as
Blue Vitriol, Hellebore,
Paris Green, London Put le.
Insect Powder, Plant Food.
For Sale at
PARCHER’S DRUG STORE.
Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
Store open Sundays from 8 a. m. to S p. m.
Remember our free delivery.

Will

announcing the sentences said
they were only a fraction of what would
have been given if the offenders had been
Prof.

on

CAMPAIGN

-—

Lowell in

introduced.

The trackmen

THE

20c., 30c.
Tuesday, June 18—Meeting of Hancock
County Pomona grange at Lamoine,
Tuesday, June 25—Commencement day
Graduation
of Ellsworth high school.
exercises at Hancock hall at 2 p. m. Class
Adconcert and ball in the evening.
mission to concert and ball, 35 cents;
50 cents; supper, per
reserved seats,
couple, 75 centH.
Tuesday evening, July 2, at Manning
hall—Reunion and bauquet of Ellsworth
high school alumni association.

From here he will

go to Old Orchard, where he has been
several seasons giving lessons in nature
study to large classes of summer visitors.

Yale, of Bath, formerly pasCongregational church in Ellsworth, has been stirring up the people of
Rev. D. L.

tor of the

Bath by a temperance sermon in which
he suggested the establishment
of a
whipping-post. Mr. Yale said that “as

‘Zltjbettiatmmta.

the stock to

Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday afterF. T. Additon, Mgr.
noons and evenings.
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Why suffer from headache

Wiggin’s Headache
Powders will positively re■when

lieve the worst cases ?

HEADACHE

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES
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riEN’S SUMMER SUITS.

MEN’S

SUITS.

Blue or Black Cheviot, Pin Checks or
Bedford Cord, size .'14 to 44. These are
positively the best suits ever offered for
the money, or we will return your money
for the asking—* elect your suit for

But

I
4

Wiqgin & Moore.

Here

Blue
A strictly all-wool
Serge Fast Color Suit. A
warranted All-Wool English
Black Worsted suit, your
choice

$7.50.

Isa.
Line of

I

Negligee

.

They

Are.

| 11

We guarantee relief or
cheerfully refund your money.
Sold only at Ellsworth’s
greatest drug store—

t

.-----

MEN’S

All the

$6.90.
Men’s

Boys cgSo.

custom
than the so-called
made that will cost twice the
price we ask. $IO.

Yes,

Suits,

sell better

we

$|5.
^

<£|g

JJ20.

FRIFNH
M.

Am.*

PA

spivj.OU

^

L^-i

i

A_^

|

“Big
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Working Pants,
98c. Better

Pants,
$1.50, $2, $2.25,
$2.50, $3, $3.50.
$4 and $5.

& co.

______^___

Ellsworth’s

0
^
0
\

I

^

5

PANTS.

suits,

All)

IplZ.

j

2
*

SUITS.

$5-90*

orings of cloths-Blue, Black,
Serges, Clays, Worsteds, UnScotch
dressed
Worsted,
Cheviots, Stripes, Novelty
Cloths, etc. These suits are
made, lined and trimmed in
llrst-class style, and are better

——

HEN’S

We offer many styles and patterns to
choose from.
Go where you will, you
cannot duplicate these suits for the same
price, for most stores charge $10, but our
price is

GOO EYES at our *10 MEN'S
SUITS.
A largo uumber of
styles and patterns to select
In
all
the popular colfrom,

lewis

SUITS.

Such as you pay $8 or $9 for In any
first-class clothing store. Many styles to
select from In Cheviots, Cs3elniercs,
Worsteds and the new style stripe. Your
pick for

& _$4 90-_

purchase at

•j

Ellsworth

Salisbury
evening. intends to remain here until
September.
Every package of Magic Yeast guaranteed to
Chandler’s orchestra will furnish the conThe Ellsworth schools, except the high give satisfaction. Use according to directions
cert and the music for dancing.
and eat perfect bread.—Advt.
at

Ellsworth, Bar Harbor and Jonesport stores in a few weeks. Mr. Morang

contagion

Who will be the lucky one next
Saturday, June 15 ?
Your choice from three handsome
presents to be given away to the
person making the largest cash

STRATTON & WESCOTT.

walkover shoes

PULP MILL TALK.

his

POINT?

Three pounds difference in white
lead would mean about 20c. on one
item alone.

::

mains a part of our constitution we must
the whipping-post,
he said be believed in It for two classes ot
offenders; first, those old offenders who
disgrace the city and bring the wretchedness of poverty and cruelty into their
homes; second, the saloon keepers 'T’he
whipping he thought should not be public except for the presence of the proper
officers and of a physician to son that no
permanent physical injury is done.

South

moved to Tennessee many years ago.
has not been here for sixteen years.

concerned, wejhava
possible, and

action

keep It.Regarding

in

The graduation exercises of the high
school will take place at Hancock hall
Tuesday afternoon, June 25, at 2 o’clock.
The graduation concert and ball will take

is

law-abiding spirit and a law-keeping
people. If our law is not the best let ua
know it and repeal it, but while it re-

The committee will meet at the residence
of Rev. 8. A. Thurlow cn East Maple

American and home stations; on
Mrs. George P. Dutton, accompanied by
Miss Louise, returned to Ellsworth last shore at Boston, Philadelphia and New
Saturday. They have spent the past nine York.
j
Walter J. Clark and wife were driving
months in Cambridge, Mass., where Miss
on the Surry road last Wednesday afterLouise has been attending school. She
will enter Vassar college in the fall.
noon, when their horse became frightened
B. E. Johnston and William Stalker, at an automobile and bolted over a stone
Mr. and Mrs. Clark
of Boston, who are interested with C. L. wall and into a field.
Morang, of this city, in Camp Comfort, were thrown out. Mrs. Clark received
at Green Lake, are expected down to- injuries from which she has not yet fully
recovered. Arthur Royal met the same
morrow to stop for a
few days at the
automobile in the Bluehill woods.
He
camp. They will be accompanied by Dr.
had his horse by the head, but the aniGage, of Boston.
mal plunged so that Mr. Royal
was
A small house on Water street, owned
thrown and badly bruised.
by Mrs. Helen Mosley, of Bar Harbor,
An interested visitor in Ellsworth just
was burned at 2 o’clock last
Friday morning. The house had been occupied by now is Edward Salisbury, of East
the family of John Brooks, and their Lamont, Robertson county, about thirty
Mr.
furniture was there. Nothing was saved. miles from Nashville, Tennessee.
Salisbury is a native of this city, but
The loss will not be over $500.

of

course

a

muster at

J

liquor selling

one

that is to enforce our present prohibitory
law. Our State finds itB stability only in

committee to nominate

anticipation of going to the street Monday evening.
Orono on the Fourth. City
Chaplain D. H. Trlbou, who is well
hose company will meet to-morrow even- known in Ellsworth will, by the retireing to organize a running team.
ment of Chaplain Holway, become the
Miss Lizzie M. Osgood, who has been dean of the corps of naval chaplains. He
is less than fifty-three years of age and
in Miami, Fla., the past winter, is spending the present month with her parents, having nine years yet to serve on the
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Osgood, in this city. active list. He was originally appointed
She will go to Cottage City, Mass., for the Feb. 6,1872, while principal of Hampden
academy, and served at sea on European,
summer, about the first of July.
evening

as

but

(or the ensuing six months, and
report at the meeting next Tuesday.

to

L. Morang, of this city, has bought
Swaiue,

Madison,

a

far

officers

out the boot and shoe store of A.

and Found 17 Pounds.

chosen

son were

county roads.
Senator Hale hose running team will
be out for the first time for practice this

So far the train service

living there,

marine

and Found 14 Pounds.

sometimes

to their

extend

Ellsworth, aud is occupying her house

We Weighed a Gallon
of $ 1.25 Paint,

SEE

They

The baccalaureate sermon to the graduating class of the high school will be
delivered by Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the
Methodist church, at the Congregational
church Sunday evening, June 23.
Mrs. William Watts has returned to

as

shade,

afternoon.

invitation

friends to be

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT

same

Friday

cordial

Introducing*

a

the

over

those

and Rebekahs.

We

Sedgwick for

me

the

C.

to

com-

highway hearing, and on the following
week they will start on their June trip

uiinnuiiu

Next

BYRN.

missioners will go

place

to-day.

usual.

as

week,

fishermen at Green lake last

Rev.

$3.50

•«»

Mrs. McGown.

Hammond and Miss Gertie
Hammond, of East Surry, are guests of
Mrs. W. J. Clark for a few days.
Dr. Harry W. Haynes was one of the

Caps. lucky

FANCY SHIRTS, 2 collars and 1 pair cuffs, 50c.
JERSEY SHIRTS—a special line, only 35c; worth 75c.
Underwear,

in

was

the

capturing

Hats and

4,5 and 8.

Mrs. Frank

i

for

variety, including Stockings—50c.

SUMMER SUITS

pages

James E. Foster, of Bar Harbor
Ellsworth Monday.

accompanied by

BICYCLE SUPPLIES
in great

see

week’s business

choice line of

Suits that I am

other local news

For

James A. McGown has returned from a
trip to Boston. He was

BICYCLE SUITS_
Bicycle

Sarah Friend, Isadore L Halman—Notice of
foreclosure.
Probate notice— Eat Esther J Orcuttet als.
Admr notice—Fst Emma Kimball.
Admr notice—Est Francis D Hodgkins.
Admr notice—Fst Alfred McDonald.
Admr notice—Est Rebecca Smith.
Admr notice—Est Wm Callahan.
Hancock hall—Milton’s comedians.
E J Walsh—Shoe store.
B C Hodgkins—Confectionery.
Lewis Friend ft Co—Clothing.
Wlggln ft Moore—Apothecaries.
Isaac L Hodgkins—Cabinet maker.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Ellsworth Mfg Co—Bicycles.
W It Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
dies ft Burrill—New market.
Bangor:
Scott ft Co—Teas and coffees.

president, H. W
were added.
Dea
Dunn,
Dunn, Rev. 8. A. Thurlow and Mrs. Jelll*

on

Wednesday

were

No. 24.

I

1

Store”.

—

d

<>

t
Z

|[
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in Summer

i

Underwear

2
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Itoptc For the Week Rfclnnlng Jtine
lO—Coni

I THE NERVES OF WOMEN I

by Rev. S. 11. Doyle.
lor sacred things.—Ex. 111.

men

Tone.—Reverence
H

Reverence is a virtue that needs to
be Inculcated today as seldom ever before. We are \\ ring in an age characterized l>y irreverence. The beliefs and
traditions of the past are treated in the
In the home
most tlippaut manner.
the respect of children to parents is
sadly lacking. There is not the respect for authority and for those who
are in places of authority that there
It is not to be wondered at
once w:
that tl
spirit should also pervade the
Atmos acre of religion and should manifest ii. elf there. That this has been
the

case

is

only

too

sadly

true.

Rever-

for sacred things has diminished.
God’s name is profaned and blasphemed, God’s day is not kept sacred and
holy unto Him, and God’s book is most
lightly esteemed by man. This is a
sad condition of affairs and also a serious one, for, while man may hold those
guiltless who profane sacred things,
God will not. His name, His day, His
house and Ills revelation are the objects of Ilis love and care, and punishment will be meted out to all who dishonor them.
Reverence for sacred things is repeatedly emphasized in the Scriptures.
Moses beside the burning bush, In
which God appears to him to reveal
His will to him, is taught a lesson upHe approaches too
on this subject.
closely the place made sacred by the
presence of God. God calls out to him:
Put off thy
“Draw not nigh hither.
shoes from off thy feet, for the place
whereon thou standest Is holy ground.”
And Moses, when he was conscious of
God’s presence, “hid his face, for he
As the
was afraid to look upon God.”
angels veil their faces in the presence
of God and exclaim. “Holy, holy, holy, I
Lord God Almighty!”so Moses in God’s
presence was filled with humility and
godly fear. The teaching of Scripture
throughout is that sacred things
things made sacred by the presence of
God—should be considered holy and
6hould be respected and reverenced.
ence

;

that irreverence shall receive Ilis displeasure and severe punishment. "The
Lord will not hold him guiltless who
taketh His name in vain." And what
is true of the name of God is true of
His day, His house, His word. God
lias often severely punished irreverence.
Hophni and Phineas, sons of
Eli, were punished for their gross dishonoring of sacred things. The hands
that too lightly esteemed the ark and
touched it were forever stilled. And
thus God teaches by precept and example that He will punish those who
profane sacred things. Let us take
warning and guard ourselves against
the irreverent tendency of the age.
.Let us reverence sacred things. Let
us honor God and all that is holy.
Then God will honor us.

a

PRAYER

|

MEETING.

READINGS.

Ex. xix, 7-14; xx, 7-11: Joshua v, 13; lxxxix,
15; LeT. xix, 30; Ps. lxxvi, 7
7; cxi. 10; Acts vii, 30-33;
xii, 2529; Rev. iv, 8-11.
Through Toll and Suffering.
Through toil and through suffering
we are enabled to gain a keener insight
into spiritual things and greater power
in doing spiritual things, increased purity of heart, a deeper humility, more intense desire for holiness, then toil and
suffering are endowed with the highest
of all meanings. And this meaning is
given to labor and sorrow just in the
degree that they are borne in humble
trust in God and in the desire, so far as
lies in our power, to be faithful to our
profession of faith in the Saviour. That
we know not the reason why we are
compelled to labor so hard or to suffer
so
much does not affect the result.
Through the presence in us of the true
spirit of devotion, through the offering
of ourselves in this way, the blessed
ufFnntu

x,-ill

l.,a

niunu^ht

T7V.,.

tn

o.,.

lives as individuals as well as in the
life of the church and the nation there
Is the hiding of God’s wonderful power.—Reform Church Messenger.
Live by tbe Bible.

He who believes the Bible and follows its directions as to his conduct of
life cannot fail to see that the heaven
to which he is going is a goodly land.
When he gets there, he will know
more about it than he can know here.
But while here he will know enough by
faith to transport his soul with the
most exalted hopes and make him content to leave this world whenever It
shall please his heavenly Father to call
him to the higher and better world.
Thrice happy the man, and as wise as
happy, who makes the Bible practically sufficient to train his action and lives
for heaven in the light of what It
teaches.—New York Independent.
Rest.
Thou hast made us for Thyself, and the heart
never restcth till it flndeth rest in Thee.—St.

Augustine.
The great spiritual law Is “from death
nnto life.” Jearns had a perfect human
will, and yet He ignored it when He
said, “Not My will, but Thine be done,”
and when we sincerely say the same,
pertaining to tbe little as well as the
great things which come into our dally
lives, we enter into the will of God,
which means life, Joy, peace, rest.—

Mrs. Valentine Tells of Happy Results Accomplished by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
"Dear Mrs. Pinkham
It is with pleasure that
I add my testimony to your list, hoping it may induce
others to avail themselves of the benefit of your valuable remedy.
Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, I felt very bad,
was terribly nervous and tired, hail sick headaches,
no appetite, gnawing pain in stomach,
pain in my
back and right side, and so weak I could scarcely
stand. I was not able to do anything. Had sharp
pains all through my body. Before I iiad taken half
a bottle of your medicine, I found
myself improving I continued its use until I had taken four
bottles, and felt so well that I did not need to
take any more. I am like a new person, and your
medicine shall always haye my praise.”—Mrs. W.
P. Valentine, 566 Ferry Avenue, Camden, N. J.

Have the pastor open the topic with
short address.
BIBLE

“I am so nervous and wretched.” “I feel as if I should
How familiar these expressions are 1 Little things
annoy you and make you irritable. You can’t sleep, you are
unfit for ordinary duties, and are subject to dizziness.
That bearing-down sensation helps to make you feel
miserable.
You have backache and pains low down in the side, pain
in top of head, later on at the base of the brain.
Such a condition points unerringly to serious uterine
trouble.
If you had written to Mrs. Pinkham when you first experienced impaired vitality, you would have been spared
these hours of awful suffering.
Happiness will be gone out of your life forever, my sister,
unless you act promptly. Procure Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound at once. It is absolutely sure to
help you. Then write to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., if
there is anything about your case you do not understand.
You Deed not be afraid to tell her the things you could
not explain to the doctor—your letter is seeu only by women
and is absolutely confidential. Mrs. Pinkham’s vast experience with such troubles enables her to tell
you just what is
best for you, aud she will charge you nothing for her advice.

Owing to the fact that some skeptical
n p 111 fl n n
have from time to time questioned
K P l¥ Uiall people
lEb W nllll the genuioenesaof the testimonial letters

constantly publishing, we have
deposited with the National City Bank, ot Lynn, Mass.. $5,000,
which will be paid to any person who can show that the above
testimonial is not genuine, or was published before obtaining the
writer’s special permission.—Lydia E. Pinkham Mkdicinb Co.
we
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illutnat Benefit Column.
EDITED BY "AUNT

Ita

MADGE”.

Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual bent fit, and aims to be helpful and
hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must he signed, but me name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reasou. Address
all communications to
The American,

Ellsworth, Me.
v
"What is the real good?"
I asked in musing mood.
"Order,” said the court;
"Knowledge,” said the school;
"Truth,” said the wise man;
"Pleasure,” said the fool;
"Love,” said the maiden;
"Beauty,” said the page;
"Freedom,” said the dreamer;
"Home,” said the-sage;
"Fame,” said the soldier;
"Equity,” said the seer;
Spake my heart full sadly,
“The answer is not here.”
Then within my bosom,
Softly this I heard:
Each heart holds the secret;
“Kindness” is the word.
—John Boyle O'Reilly.

Rochester, Minn., May 21, tool.
To the Editor of The American:
In the issue of May 15,1 took a note of a re.
ceipt "wanted” for rhubarb jam or preserve.-.
Here you will find the following receipt, which
I have:
Rhubarb Jam—Six pounds
of
rhubarb
(without peeling it), ami let stand over night
with 4 pounds of sugar poured over, chop 3

Philadelphia Ledger.
Seven Years in
Fault Finder..

The fault finder does not attract.
There is something about his face, gait
and manner as well as about his temper and words that repel. Sweetness,
gentleness and charity are lacking in
bis composition, and people fight shy
of him. Men become a bane to themselves and to society when dominated
by a critical, carping and harsh spirit.

•—Presbyterian.

"Will wonders
friends of

Mrs.

Bed.

inquire the
S. Pease, of Lawrence,
ever

cease?”

Kan. They knew she had been unable to
leave her bed in seven years on account of
kidney and liver trouble, nervous prostration and general debility; but, "Three
bottles of Electric Bitters enabled me to
walk,” she writes, "and in three monthB 1
felt like a new person.” Women suffering

from headache,

backache, nervousness,
sleeplessness, melancholy, fainting and
dizzy spells will find it a priceless blessing.
Try it. Satisfaction is guaranteed. Only
50c at WTggin & Moore’s drug store.
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™3cf§ng Tin I

MF plates have the
its superior wearing quality.
richest and heaviest coating of pure tin and new
terne
process) and are
(the genuine old-style
impervious to the rust-producing atmosphere of the
seaboard—the severest test that can be applied.
M*M
This (C) trademark is on every sheet of the genuine
Ask your roofer, or
MF
write to W. C. CRONEMEYER, Agent, Carnegie Building, Pittsburg,

i
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ORONO., Mk Junes, 1901.
Dear Aunt Madge:
1 saw an article in a paper to day and thinking of this column and knowing I had nothing
to contribute but good will, send the clipping
lor Insertion, as It has a few valuable hluts.
The last and only time I wrote, I omitted, as
you 6aid, to mention the baking powder or Its
equivalent In the cake.
One thing I have found In housekeeping Is
that the bread or biscuit pans wiped with a
damp dish cloth while hot Is better than washing them when cold, as it leaves the pans
smooth and you can immediately dispense with
them and have your kitchen free for other
dishes If It is meal time. Fry pans also wash
easier while hot where meat or fats havo been
used In them.
May.

fly.”

||
fl

—covered with MF Roofing Tin 50 years ago, and
the Atlantic
good to-day as ever, is a familiar sight on black
plates,
seaboard. The careful selection of perfect
of clarified
repeated hand dipping, tinning by means
Lagos palm oil, aud the rejection of every imperfect
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THE

atibrrtiBrmrntB.

them and then about one teaspoonful of bisulphide of carbon poured Into each bole fcr.d
the opening carefully tamped
The fumes will
penetrate the nest In all directions and destroy
the ants.
1 have not tried this In my orchard for the
reason that the Whole of It is infested with the
ants and It would need bi sulphide by the quart
to do the work, but I will state that my gloxinias
were Infested with an Insect of the spring tall
family and nothing would destroy them till I
tried that. 1 put the bulbs in a large flower pot
and put a little of the bi sulphide of carbon on
some cotton and put It among the bulbs and
covered It tight for about half an hour. After
giving the bulbs a rest I set them out and they
started finely. I have now two in bloom and
others budded, the first blossoms 1 have had for
three years. One leaf on one plant measures
ten Inches and the blossoms are nearly three
Inches across.
If any one has but a few ant hills, I have no
doubt but they can be destroyed by the method
given, but catching them in traps Is no good.
If the queen ant could be caught and the eggs
destroyed, the trouble would be over, but as
loug ns an egg Is left the colony will be con
tluued like those of bees.
By the way, much useful Information Is to be
found In the bulletins mentioned, which are
free to any one In the State who applies to the
secretary, B. Walker McKeen, Augusta, Maine.
Eoo.

trade
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wRoofingTin.
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for Illustrated
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roofing.

book on

AMERICAN TIN PLATE COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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TO PATCH WITH.

j

her companion, at a shop counter the other day,
“that the shirt waist makers continue to provide
stock collars matching the waist? I always
throw mine away at once.” “There’s where
you are not wise,” replied the other. “I s»ve
mine for the patching that is sure to be needed
either at the waist line in the back, or where the
material wears thin at the elbow. If It Is a
cotton waist, liable to change its color from
washing, I send it to the laundry whenever the
waist goes, having It washed and Ironed, but
not starched,” which bit of possibly useful
information Is duly passed on.
HOW TO USE

ASBESTUp

PAPER.

Asbestus paper may be used to great advantage about the home, if any holes become
rusted through the stove or furnace pipes, the
paper may be pasted over them with common
Hour paste, and the pipe will do service for a
long time. If there is a crack in the stove oven
that leaks ashes, the paper may be made Into R
pulp by laying it in water and then with an old
case knife may be crowded Into the opening
until as full us possible. It may be laid on
oven bottom to prevent burning or laid ou top
of food being baked to prevent from baking too
hard. It may also be used to set hot dishes
upon. Most hardware stores keep It.

our hearty co operation In securing subscribers for these excellent publications.
Whereas, The Hancock county \V. C. T. U.
convention has been so royally welcomed by
the entertaining unions, the church and town,

pledge

our

Resolved, That

of the M. E. church for the use of their
beautiful edifice; to the decorating committee
who have made the place of council so charming and attractive, and to the many homes hospitably opened to the delegates. Thunks, too,
are due to citizens who have contributed to the
success of the convention, to the local printer
for free illustrated announcement bills, to the
county press and symraboat company for favors
received.
Jennie M. Mason,
Vinnik

1
I
|j

j

ttanking.

NEW SERIES

A
is

open, Shares, fl [each; monthly
payments, fl perjhare.

now

j

WHY PAY RENT?

Wakkkn,

when you ran borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage ami
reduce it every month. Monthly
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

Ruby J. Thacy,
In*z L. Small,
Committee on resolutions.

StbcrliscuuntB.

column is the

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of Ir*^ t ft
Henuy vv. Cushman, 8©c*t.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. U. Kino, President.

Column.

Hancock Com® Savings Bank,

of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
white ribboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers in other parts of the
sounty. We would like this to be a live column,
hut It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make it so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
items and communications should be short,
*nd are, of course, Bubject to approval of the

ELLSWORTH ,:ME.
Commeuccd

NEW

EDITION

N. B.

The following resolutions were adopted
it the Hancock county convention :
Recognizing the divine guidance in the steady
growth and beneffccntluflueuceof the Woman’s
! Christian Temperance Union, wo reverently
! lemons without grating (after removing the
I seeds) aud 1 pound of chopped liga. Add all | sx press our gratitude to our Heavenly Father
together, and eook slowly for twelve hours on for the manifest power He has granted to the
| the baek of the range or uutil a dark red, aud ! self-sacrificing leaders of our white ribbon
jellied.
irmy, and earnestly pray that we may ever
Golden Loaf Cake-This receipt I And a
splendid one aud has few equals a* a dainty j Uteu to the still small voice of the Holy Spirit
To make this cake, mix 2 j u all our words aud acts in seeking to obey
summer delicacy

Plates

25,000

and

WHITCOMB, Vice-President 4

CHARLES C.

Words

Definitions

Bank hours

dally, from

United States Commissioner of Edu-

ani>

BETTER THAN EVER
FOR GENERAL USE

"NO

Dictionary

with Glossarvof ScottiahWords and Phrases.
"
First class Tn quality, second class in size."

Specimen pages, etc. of both
on
sent
application.
G. & C. Merriam Co.
a

PAY, NO WASHES."

E.

JOHN

Publishers
■'

LAUjVDRY
hath rooms.

Jproftseional Carte.

books

Springfield

mi

All kinds of laundry work done at
short noH
tice.
Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY * CO.,
West End Bridge.
Ellsworth. Me.

publish

also

Collegiate

12

BIjIiSWORTH

STEAM

a
2364 Pages
Bindings.
5000 Illustrations

We

9 a. m. to

xtoumtsrmcms.

cation, assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and editors.

Webster’s

j

HOARD OF DIRECTORS!
A*r- Buhnhasi,
John K. Whitcomb,
N. B. COOLIIHJE,
F. CARROLL BL'ttRILL,
Chari.es c. lirurii.l.

Prepared under the direct supervision of W.T. HARRIS,Ph.D.,LL.D.,

Rich

BURRILL, Treasures

Deposits draw Interest irom the first dav of
March, June, September and December.

Throughout

New

Phrases

1873.

law exempt from

COOLIDOE, President.

JOHN F.

Dictionary
New

Mr, 1,

by

are

taxation.

International

RESOLUTIONS.

UuAiue..

Deposlte In this bank

Webster’s

settlor.]

are

stir in the
cups of sugar and 1 cup of butte
tils will.
yolks of 4 eggs and beat well. Add a cupful of j
Whereas, We can trace In so many ways the
sour milk (milk Hmt is turned to a solid curd).
In
another
cake
Stir the mixture thoroughly.
j grand results of the organized labor of the W.
bowl, sift 4 cupfuls of pastry Hour and an even !
T. U.,
Stir the other ingredients
of soda.
teaspoonfulinto
When well
the Hour and soda.
Resolved, That we, as a county union and as
gradually
ueaten add the whites of four eggs (having been
individuals, reaffirm our loyalty to all the prinbeaten to a stiff froth).
:lples and rules oij.be order, doing with our
This cake is delicious even without raisins or
night whatever our hands find to do along the
citron. With the citron and raisins, put in to
suit tne taste, sdcing the citron very thin, ami
various lines of work planned by wise and
about a cupful of raisins is added, the raisins
alented leaders.
being wu-hed, stoned and dipped in Hour. Bake
Believing that the ballot should of right be
in a moderate oven for about forty minutes,
over
with
chocoand when cold, ice the cake all
given to women, knowing that great good has
late icing or with heavy white icing.
•esulted in those states wherein the privilege of
Lancaster Gingerbread—Two cups sugar,
noting has been granted them—cleaner men
cups butter, 2 cups molasses, 7 cups Hour,
decied to office aud better temperance laws
4 traspoons cream tartar, 2 heaping teaspuous
soda, 1 cup sweet milk, 2 cups raisins, 6 egg.-,
mucted, therefore,
salt, ail kinds of spice to suit taste; add other
Resolved, That we pledge Hancock county
fruit or nuts.
iV. C. T. U. to more active work for equal sufIda Lane Dieter,
716 Lake street,
frage during the coming year.
Rochester,
Resolved, That in the second passage of tine
Minn.
inti-canteen law, our deepest gratitude is due
Formerly of Bar Harbor.
Littlefield and other noted advoAunt Madge sends her personal thanks Congressman
cates of temperance for their firm and courto this western friend who has taken the
igeous stand for the uncompromising banlshtrouble to furnish her the receipt for mnent of the army canteen.
rhubarb jam, and also for the other reResolved, That we greatly rejoice in the
ceipts which read as though they would triumph of ternperauce sentiments expressed at
the hearing of the resubunlsslon question at the
make very tempting viands.
state capital during the past winter; that earnest
It is pleasing, and some times to me
thanks be extended to all the Maine legislators
surprising, how far the interest in our
who voted against resubntisslon.
column extends, and while, at the first,
Realizing the stress of emphasis our State and
I was hoping all the towns in the county
national president, L. M. N. Stevens, has laid
would be represented, I am really lookupon prohibition law enforced as the watching for the time to come when 4>all the word for the jear,
states will be heard from”.
Resolved, That instead of condemning Prof.
Atwater for his defence of alcohol as a food
Now comes one of Ego’s ever welcome
stimulant, we thank him for the widespread discussion which followed his article in the Outletters.
look two years ago, the weight of evidence from
Sooth Deer Isle, May 31,1901.
many able writers being strongly against the
Dear Aunt Madge:
use of alcohol in any form, even Prof. Atwater
Thanks for your personal message by a
himself making a sensible apology for his openmutual friend. It reached me at the convention
ing paper.
at Stunlngton. We should all have been glad to
Resolved, That in appreciation of the free
greet you there. One of the sisters, “C. 8. J.,”
services of the editor and publisher of the Star
In the March 20 American, asked how to gel rid
in the Bast, and of the great value of both tne
of red ants in the garden. I should like to
State and national papers as educators, we
know myself, and as I don’t know by experience
I will copy from the Agricultural Bulletin No.
Dyspeptics cannot be long lived because
6 of 1898. This was given in answer to a similar
to live requires nourishment. Food is not
question, only the orchard was the place.
nourishing until It is digested. A disordered stomach cannot digest food, it
Bulletin No. 5, of the Hatch experiment station,
recommends that the nests of the ants be found,
must have assistance. Kodol Dyspepsia
and that one or more holes be made through
Cure digests all kinds of food without aid
from the stomach, allowing it to rest and
salt
regain its natural functions. Its elements
tetter,
chafing,
ivy
rheum,
Eczema,
poisoning and all skin tortures are quickly are exactly the same as the natural digestive fluids and it simply can’t help but do
cured by DeWltt’s Witch Hazel Salve. The
certain pile cure. Wiggin & Moore.
you good. Wiggin & Moobe.

preach-

up

trustees

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions

COUNTY

trig and go in for

give
politics.
should

hearty thanks to
the local W. C. T. U., especially to the proprietors of the Ocean View, whose boundless
hospitality lias been so freely bestowed; to the

Aunt Madge.

til. €. <L tl.

isn’t willing to practice

preaches

extend

wo

especially helpful encouragement always
carefully stored away in the mind and
heart of

who

man

therefore,

“May’s” clippings do contain valuable
hints, and so does her letter. The “good
will” of the friends of

The

what he

Mass.

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

.

OFFICES

BAR HARBOR AND

AT

BLIJEHILL,

ME.

°®ces: 7 and 8 Ml. DeaertRlark

Bluehlll office ooen Saturdays.
CLOSED
improve: also get!»
CAVEAT.TRADE-MARK, COPYRIGHT or DESIGN <!
PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo. ],

anything you invent
«'

:

;l

or

for free examination and advice.

i1

BOOK ON PATENTS fe before patent. f
"T C.A.SNOW&CO.:
Patent
Lawyers. WASHINGTON, D.C. I

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Db. H. W. Haines
begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further
uollc* bis dental
rooms will be closed on
Wednesday afternoon,
kllswcirtb, Oct. 25,1899.
~

DR-

H-

DENTIST.

FIX YOUR OWN CLOCKS
-WITH-

Magic Clock Oil

CLOCKS DO NOT HAVE TO BE TAKEN APART
Directions for oiling so simple that a child can
use It.
It practically cleans and oils a clock so
that It will run well for years. Cast off nickel
alarms take
new

life and

run

all right.

greel>%

clasr8aS'7s

0f

k^Officb

JjjSS?

CARROLL

Made

for 35
S.

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

BENNETT, Lock Box 2211, BOSTON, MASS.
Notaby

undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
THE
for

the sunport of the poor, during the ensuing
vear, and has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his account, as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished.
Hahht S. Jones.

Subscribe for The Amekican

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY

cents.

Pauper Notice.

Dental College,

Giles*

Block. Bllswobtb
WcdnCBdl*y afternoons until; further

used by a watchmaker of over twenty years’
experience. Sold only by mall. Sent postpaid
amt

thePh«^lPM»
iw

Public

amTjTTsticb

Office over Burrlll
State Street,

A.

F.

ofthkPeaor.

National Bank,

Ellsworth,

Me.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AMU

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.

Also prosecuting
attorney for all classes
pensions against the United States
Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

*

COUNTY NEWS.
For
additional

Cranberry

County Xews

other pages

see

i»ie«.

The life-saving service men
from their different stations.

are

at home

Miss Mamie F.
Spurling went to
Castine to the graduation exercises of the
normal school.

Capt. Benjamin H. Spurling has gone
on the Cape Breton shore
hoping

down
to

capture

load of mackerel.

a

Capt. E. J. Bulger
and brought home a
will

this

run

has been

Boston

to

steam launch that he
for Mr. Burnham.

William l). Stanley has commenced the
Northeast Harbor, where
family of Mrs. Ben Haggion, of New York.

Bracy

and

family,
spent the winter in Rye, N. H., where he
has served in the life-saving
station, will
arrive home to-day.
Mrs. Mary E. Bunker, who went to
who

have

Dexter last fall to spend the winter with
her niece, Mrs. Larrabee, is in
very poor
health and unable to return home

she

as

expected.
Schooner “Rozella” stocked
nearly
fl,200 the last trip out fishing, it being
the largest stock on a cod fishing trip
ever brought In at onetime by
any vessel
hailing from and owned at Cranberry
Isles.
Mrs. William H. Preble and daughter

Lizzie, of Chicago, expect to arrive in
Boothbay on Friday where they will
make a vlBlt of two weeks with
Frances A. Spurling, and then will
here to spend the season.
June 5.
kSM

Episcopal church, Friday evening,

Mrs.
come

auspices of the Y. F. S. C. E. and Epworth league.
It was an “Evening with
Eugene Field”. The programme, which
was
well
rendered, was as follows:
Prayer, Rev. B. W. Russell; singing, Mary

Mattocks; recitation, Edna Havey; paper
“Life of Field”, Mrs. William Haskell;
reading, Mrs. M. W. HaVey; singing,
Mrs. Jesse Mitchell; recitation, Haley
Refreshments
were
served.
Havey.
on

Much credit is due the societies

for the

entertainment,

will

repeated with
June 10.

which

Home

hope

we

be

other writer.

G.

Stontnjtton.

Three

are

8.

home from Castine.

Mrs. Eva Treworgy and Mrs. Sophia
Hutchings are on the Bick list.
Meader is at Buck’s Harbor,
Machlasport, where she has a large

are re-

Thurlow is improving the
/

JL

new

arrived home from Cas-

Some of the “Constitution’s”

crew

are

at home for

a few days.
Brlmigion is painting

C. W.

his

barber

shop inside and outside.
Mr. Baxter, of Portland, was in
Friday with his automobile.
Clayton Gilley was in Southwest

town

Har-

bor

Saturday to visit his parents.
Mrs. Clarence Moulton arrived Saturday for a few weeks’ visit to relatives.
Fred Gross went to Boston Saturday,
where

he

will

employed

be

yacht

on

“Frolic”.

v‘

Maud Hatch left for Camden Saturday.
She

will

employed

be

in

boarding

a

house.

Mary

Mrs.

daughter,
at

of measles

cases

postoffice.
Edith Simpson
tine Saturday.

Scotia,

Wells arrived

Boston

from

spend the summer with her
W. H. Goss.

Mrs.

Schooner

Misses Susie and Anna Stinson

four

or

ported.

last week to

R,

/

Hurry.

Foster”,

H.

of

beating through

white

oughfare,

^

“E.

ran

ashore.

Nova

the thor-

She floated off

on

the flood tide.

June 10.

Eugene.

Miss Kate

ecbool.

y

Miss Gertrude Gray has returned from

Lubec,
the

where she has been
oast nine months.

teaching

for

/

EautbrooK.
Mrs.

Lizzie Grindle and children, who
visiting in Bluehill, have re-

have been

turned home.
There

box supper and ice-cream
sale at the hall last Tuesday evrning, the
was a

Capt. M. D. Chatto gathers from his proceeds to
hennery about two bushels of eggs a hearse house.
week, and buys about three bushels from
his neighbors.
Julia Chatto in spending the week
Pittsfield attending the commence-

Mrs.
in

ment

exercises

institute.

of

Her

graduating

son

the

Maine

Byron

is

Central
of the

one

class.

l)ea. Ezra Stone and daughter, of Beverly, Mass., who have been visiting at D.
M. Winchester’s, have returned to their
home.

Dea. Stone

is

cutter in the

a

es-

tablishment of Isaac Fenno & Co., Boston.
He begau to work at his trade fifty years
ago May 1, and has made but one change
He hss always lived at
of employers.
Beverly, going to Boston every working
day. He is seventy-three years old.
June 10.
C.
West Eden.
Mrs.

Martha

Mayo

is

in

very

poor

Babcock,
after

who have been
with her

of Bar

Harbor, Is
with her grand-

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Deloren Higgins, at
the Narrows.
Mr. and Mra. Chester Rich, who have
been employed at Northeast Harbor the
past winter, came home Thursday. Saturday they went to Bluebiil to visit Mrs.
Rich’s
They will return to
parents.
Northeast Harbor iu about two weeks.
M.
June 10.
8<»rr«tiiln.

yacht “E. P. Dixon”, owned by
Frank Jones, is in commission for

Steam
Hon.
the

j

summer.

A new smokestack has been erected on
the Sorrento electric liirbt station, under

Capt. G.

the direction of

D. Blake.

Cousins and Blaisdell, State inspectors, were in town Saturday and
Monday inspecting steam yachts “Sagamore” and “Navis”.
Messrs.

yacht “Philomena” of MarbleS. S. Rich, having on
board the owner, Nathaniel Francis, and
Mrs. Francis, passed Sunday in the harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis were the
guests of Mrs. Francis' mother, Mrs. M.
W. Fuller.
A.
June 10.
Steam

head, Mass.. Capt.

painting

for

the

of

his

Brewer,
wife

spending

here

came

children,

and

few months

a

parents, A. B. Bunker and wife.

John DeMeyer has recently had

a

new

boat built for the accommodation of

his

This makes
guests at DeMeyer’s camp.
two boats he has had this spring, in addition to what he had before.

Guy

Butler has

one

planted to potatoes,

piece of ground
and beans, on

corn

which the rows measure an
aggregate
length of three and seven-tenths miles.
Me has besides this, grain, garden and
eerly stuff planted.
The cemetery improvement society, organized a few weeks ago, has eighteen
members, all much interested in the
work to raise money for the extension
and improvement of Bunnyside cemetery.

day
June 10.

/

used

last week

Mrs. Abbie Buminsby and children, of
Bar Harbor, are visiting her parents, T.
B. Knowles and wife.

birthday anniversary.
Miss Cassie Higgins,
spending the summer

MAINB LAW RKOARDINO

held

box supper at the hall Frievening, from which |0 was realized.
a

B.

Rutter.
Butter is still a glut on the market, and low
prices continue.
Creamery per tb.28
Dairy .18 32 >
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16 £18
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel.05

James H. Jones and wife are visiting
Mr. Jones' mother, Mrs. Lucy J. Jones.
Mrs. George Green, who has been an
invalid for several years, is now seriously
ill.
A

Children’s Day concert is

gramme at the
next Sunday.

on

the

pro-

Congregational church

Bert Mills, ligbt-keeper at Goose Rock
station, has moved bis family to Viualhaven for the
JuuelO.

summer.

Tomso.v.

Penobacor.

v

Everard R. Leach was initiated by Court
Bagaduce I. O. F. Saturday evening,
June 1.
Rev. Mr. Wallace, of the Poston univer-

sity, preached

a

line

sermon

Sunday at

the Methodist church.
W. J. Creamer, B. H. Leach, Dr. M. A.
Ward well and Ernest Perkins spent three
days this week at Page’s cottage, Toddy
Pond fishing.
They returned with a

large string

of salmon.

June 8.

SUBA.

Went Sullivan.
A very pleasing and

tainment

was

given

Didn’t Marry for Money.
The Boston man, who lately married a
sickly rich young woman, is happy now,
he got Dr. King’s New Lite Pill9,
’which restored her to perfect health. Infallible for jaundice, biliousness, malaria,
fever and ague and all liver and stomach
troubles. Gentle but effective. Only 25c
at Wigqin & Moore’s
drug store.

>

►

uoMK.

atbettiBcmnita.

B. Smith has gone to Haynes-

Poultry.
Spring chickens.

Miss Grace Woodside is

meetings

holding

series

r

here.

Martha, wife of Babin Hardison, died
Wednesday, in the seveuty-eighth year of
her

Mrs. Hardisou

age.

a

was

Lettuce,
Celery, hunch
Spinach, pk
Cucumbers,

10
25

25
05 306

uuncn

Carrots, tb
Beaus—perqt—
imp Yellow
Pea,

12
la

zu

Cotlee—per
Rio,

Rice, per tb
.063.08
.163-25 Pickles, per gal .40 3.6O
.40
.25 3.75
Olives, bottle
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
.20
.05
.450.65 Cracked wheat,
.30 0 65 Oatmeal, per tb
.04
.2,
Buckwheat, pkg

lb

Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per tb—
Japan,
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
.04
,06J£ Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .06 -4 Rye meal,
.04
.06 Granulated meal,tb 02>$
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Llnseeu,
.550.60
.60
Porto Rico,
13
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
15
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Material*.

Lumber—per M—
11313
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 313
12 3I6
Spruce,
16 §20
Spruce floor,
12 315
Pine,
Matched pine,
15 3 20
Shingles—per M—
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 35
clear,
2d clear,
1 85

Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

24 02G
17 318
35 060

36360

2.00
Spruce,
.04 0.06
Nalls, per lb
Cement, per cask 1 50
1 65 Lime, per cask
95
125 Brick, per M
11
.75 VVhltelead, pr lb .05 0.08

o^e,

No. I,
scoots,

*•

1 25
Spruce,
1 25
Hemlock,
Clapboards—per >1—

Beef Is

higher. Prices advance slightly

some cut* In

Pork, tb.
Chop,
Pigs* feet,
Ham, per lb
.080.10
18
Shoulder,
.08
Bacon,

tb:

13
,C8

.150.30
.12 0.25

Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,

Tongues,
Tripe,

16J.I8

.10
.14 315
.n>3
.11^13

Salt

Veal:

.18
.10 3.12

Steak,
Roasts,
Mut<on:
•'teak,

Lard,
Sausage, tb

10

.15 318
3.! 5

Roasts,

.68

Lamb:

Spring lamb,

15025
Fresh Fish.
04
Mackerel,
IO314 Haddock,

!<•

Cod,

Sullivan.

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per l»L>—
Straights, 4 50*5 00
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
4 50 §5 00 Oats, bu
5 00ij5 50 Shorts—bag—
Patents,
Mixed feed, bag

Halibut,
Flounders, doz
Bluedsh,
1‘enob salmon,

25

20

It
025

lt>

04

20

Clams, qt

Lobsters,

lt>

15

Fuel.

VV ood—per cord
3 00 0 5 00
Dry hard,
2 0003 00
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
1000125

Coal—per
Broken,
Stove,
Egg,
Nut,

ton—

6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50

Vim-tinmmi a

traveling

Baton,

tor

agent

Durrell, Boston, spent Sunday
with his aunt, Mrs. C. A. Stimson.
Paul D.

Maine,

Simpson, o( the University ol

will be

weeks civil

at

ltockland

engineering

for

for

few

a

The many friends of Mrs.
her
welcome

mings cordially
after her

Bojourn

in

return,

California,'and

the

West.

J. B. Fenwick, of Chelsea, Mass.,
and George Hiuman and wife, of Boston,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hinman
at "Franklin Haven”.
Sub.
June 10.
South Gouldaboro.

v

Miss Melvina Carter, of Bangor, is the
guest of Mrs. Miriam Sperry.
Miss Ullla Sargent has closed her school
at Mark Island, and returned home.
Lacy Bunker is home from Prosbeen teachpect Harbor, where she has
ing.
SJune 10. __
Mias

Bluohill Fall*.
Mrs. W. Preston

Wood and daughter
Susie and the wife of her son, Guy E.
here SaturWood, of Lowell, Fla., arrived
Wood’s mother,
day for a visit to Mrs.
other relatives.
Mrs. L. T. Candage, and
Sdb’
June 10. ______
Center.
Miss

Gladys Higgins

is

visiting

her

aunt, Mrs. Belle Hodgdon.
has been
Mr. Moffltt, ot Boston, who
has gone
boarding at W. W. Hodgdon’s,
the summer.
to Tinker’s island to spend
H’

loss of vitality. vigor,
Loss of appetite la also
and the rest lake
tone. To recover appetite
the atomHood’s Sarsaparilla—that strengthens
makes eating a pleasure.
ach, perfects digestion,
rich and pure, and
It also makes the blood
steadies the

nerves.—Advt-_

terrible torment to the little folks,
Hives
oans
Easily cured.
and to some older ones.
Instant relleV permaOintment never falls.
drug store, 50 cents.-Advf.
At
are a

cent cure.

any

oue

and Tallow.
Lamb skins,
04^ Tallow—per
.04
Rough,

1 10
120

.40y45
jo

1.15

Hides

Hides—per ft—
Ox,

Cow,
.04
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25*1.00
Dried

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

Tried,

.25 3-50
ft—

.01 k
.04

You can't enjoy coal; you

it; it's
as

you can,

a

—

you have

necessity, and

cheaply

as

so

cheaply

to

you

have

buy

it

Now coffee is

can.

you

as

coal and wood, for

it; but

want

buy

you

necessity, but you have classed it
with coal, forgetting that nothing you eat
a

7?^

XX

or

drink gives you

ure as a

It is the opinion of

a

Chicago

woman

good deal of observafiction that the ideal of
the novelist in regard to the eternal feminine is constantly and more or less rapidly growing. From a wide scope this
delver has come to divide the consideration of woman by the novelist into six
periods, covering the commonplace type,
the artificial type, the domestic type, the
growing type, the thinking type and the
living type.
Under the head of the “commonplace
type” are cited a number of characters
of familiar fiction, among them RichardHarlowe.
son’s Pamela and Clarissa
Then there is Fielding’s Amelia. As stir]
other examples of what is considered
the commonplace woman are mentioned
the wife and daughters of the vicar of
Wakefield and Fanny Burney’s Evelina.
Jane Austen’s Emma and Mrs. Bennett and her daughters in “Pride and
Prejudice” are spoken of as being artiOthers given are Elinor
ficial types.
and Marienne in “Sense and Sensibility;”
Thackeray's Amelia in “Vanity Fair,”
who is referred to as “a good but silly
woman;” also the clever but unscrupulous
Becky Sharp, Ethel Newcome, Laura
Pendennis, and Lady Castleton.
Sir Walter Scott and Charles Dickens
are considered as experts in bringing out
the strength and weakness of the domestic type of woman. Jeanie, Effie Deans,
Rowena, Rebecca, Amy Robsart, Agnes
and Dora of “David Copperfield” fame;
Lizzie Hexam, Little Dorrit, and Esther
Summersou are some of the characters
brought forward in support of this particular style of woman.
When it comes to the “growing type,”
the idea of women attaining a higher inof
their own, Charlotte
dividuality
Bronte’s Jane Eyre. Shirley and Lucy
Snowe are mentioned iu compauy with
Mrs. Browning’s Aurora Leigh.
George Eliot’s heroines are put forsome of the best examples of
ward as
the “thinking type”—that is. representatives of women who have been and are
being influenced by the epo of modern
Dinah Morris, Romola, Magculture.
gie Tulliver, Dorothea Brooke, Gwen*
dolin IIarleth and Fedalma are specimens

or

tins

ciusm

ui

wuiueu

»uu

cup of Chase &

tingling pleas-

Sanborn's Seal

save a

drinking cheap coffee!

cent

a

day

In i-lb. and 2-lb. Tin
Cans (air-tight).
Other high grades in
richly-colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

KI1TKRY TO
One

CARIBOU.

W In now i rigs of
Novelty and Nonsense.

Week’s

Idenln of Womanhood.
who has given a
tion to women in

much

Brand Coffee. You can't

MISS ROBERTA M. SBAW.

This business she resigned to enter the
employ of the Wisconsin and Michigan
railway and rose to a confidential position in the president’s office. On the reorganization of that company she became
the treasurer of the Wisconsin and MichiEven in these
gan Railway company.
days when women are doing so many
that
have
hitherto
been
considered
things
the peculiar field of men a woman treasurer of an important railroad company is
quite unique. The fact that she has risen
to the position from subordinate posts
where her superiors had a chance to
gauge her ability shows that 3he must
have unusual aptitude for the work.

as

fisg at half mast, and reporta that her
captain, Ira Sanborn, sprang overboard
"ff
Ope Ann
Sunday, June 2, and
was drowned.
Capt. Sanborn bad been

News,

Robert McLain and John Jenkins, who
broke into the postoffice at Andover on

in

command of Ihe schooner for a number of years, but during the
past fifteen
moi'lba bis health had brven very
poor,
and it is believed hia mind was affected.
Last Sunday morning about 3 o’clock he

night
May 28, were each sentenced
four years in the Maine State prison at
in
the United States district
Thnmaston,
court Thursday.
of

the
to

cam** on

after

Smith, the veteran stenographer
of Bangor, has been appointed one of the
official stenographers by the commission
named by the President to investigate
claims arising under the late war with
Spain. Among the first of the claims
to

coma

J'mmy—Mu auot was try in’to tell me
that smokin’ is injur’ous. Tommy—Well,
it might be, >f yer ole man ketches yer.

b*-fore the commission will be the

A Fast

Bicycle Rider
painful cuts, sprain3
or
bruises from
accidents.
Bucklen’s
Arnica Salve will kill tbe pain and heal
the injury. It’s the
friend.
cyclist’s
Cures chafing, chapped hands, sore lips,
Cure guaranteed.
burns, ulcers and piles
Only 26c Try it. Sold by Wiggin &
Moore, druggists.

The schooner “A. McNichol” arrived at
Thursday from Salem, with her

Will often receive

Machias

James

Brown, of Putsraouth, Va.,

over 90 years of age. suffered for vears with
a bad sore on bis face.
Physicians could

not help him.
cured
him

Moore.

DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve

permanently.

Wtggjn

during his son’s watch, and

unsuccessful search made.

question as to who was to blame for the
blowing up of t he batt'ediip “Maine”.

Mr

deck

speaking

with tbe young man suddenly ran to tbe rail and jumped into the
sea. A boat was lowered and a
Jong but

Ruel

&

dDnerttatmEnta.

ui»u

fiction.
The central figures of present day authors make up the “living type,” and
some of those mentioned are Mrs. Elumphry Ward’s Katherine Elsmere, Mar-

and Laura Fountain, Thomas Hardy’s Toss of the d’LJrbervilles. George
Meredith’s Diana of the Crossways and
Hall Caine’s Glory Quayle.
Whatever may be the general opinion
of the position of these women of fiction
there can be little doubt that they are
cella

women

R Good

Thing —Rub

It In.

Powerful, penetrating, clean to use. gives instant relief, and leaves no oil or grease to soil the clothing.

Large Bottles 25
A

and Si.00 at Druggists, Grocers and General Stores.
POSTAL BRINGS FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE.

cents

MINARD’S LINIMENT MFG. COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.

1
3|
w

■

■

J|

of interest.

Fruit.

.10
.120.20 Tamarinds,
.08 8-1’
Currants,
.0
Apples, string
.10
.10:3-14 Apples, sliced
.10
.08 8.15

with the party from start to finish.
information regarding this deightful trip address F. E. Boothby, geniral passenger
agent, Maine Centra)
■ailroad, Portland, Maine.
Por full

instance.

as

don't

Mending:.

Always mend table liuen before sending it to wash. Provide yourself with
flourishing cotton in different sizes, ac-

cording to the fineness or coarseness of
The Maine Central European Tour.
Paste a piece of stiff paper
your linen.
One of the most attractive tours ever
over the hole on the right side, and then
offered to the public will be taken in
darn very carefully with the flourishing
September by the members of the Maine thread on the wrong side. The darn
Central party to Scotland and England, should reach half an inch beyond the
whose route includes the Glasgow inter- tear on all sides, and the crossing must
national exhibition, Edinburgh, Melrose, be very neatly and accurately done. It
York, London, Oxford, Stratford-on- is really more satisfactory to mend these
before they reach the hole stage,
A.von, Chester and other places of equal places
and it takes far less time.
interest and importance.
The party, limited to tw’enty-five, starts
In oiling your floor with linseed oil use
from Portland September 7, and arrives
a half gallon of boiled linseed oil mixed
back in Portland October 20. The Atlanwith a quarter of a pound of burnt sientic is crossed on the fine steamers of the !
na, and rub it on the floor with a large
Dominion steamship company, and the woolen rag. A strong decoction of the intour has been arranged in order to emphaside of red oak bark, set with copperas,
makes a nice dye for floors. After rubiize the advantages of Portland ait a port
bing it in thoroughly and letting it dry,
>f departure for Europe, this being the
rub the floor with a waxed brush, which
irst year that a line of first-class passenfrom
Portland will *give it a pr^ty polish.
ger boats have sailed
luring the summer season.
Cover two ounces of flaxseed with a
The wonderfully attractive price of the
quart of boiling water, add W Quarter of
trip, which begins and ends at one’s a pound of sugar, a pint of strained
learest station on the Maine Central, will honey and the juice of three lemons.
mdoubtedly cause the party to be made This may be taken freely in cases of cold
The arrangement of or grip until the cough Is relieved. It is
ip at an early date.
ill the details of travel through Great one of the best cough medicines.
3ritain Is in the hands of F. A. Elwell, of
A good name, like good will, is got by
Portland, one of the most experienced
actions and loHt by one.
sondnetors of European tours, and who many
vill be

SOME

things

figure in

Middlings, bag
1.1531.25

city purposes.
A. S. Cum-

on

Ellsworth.

Franklin, and a woman highly respected
in t be community. She leaves a husband
and a large family of grown sons and
daughters. Funeral services were held
at the bouse Friday afternoon, Rev.
George W. Avery, of Ellsworth Falls,
officiating.
Belle.
Junes.
i’tlllip

Miss Roberta M. Shaw of Chicago is
said to he tlit* only woman in the world
who occupies the position of railroad
treasurer. Born at Lima. O., in 1872.
her parents moved to South Dakota and
from there to Chicago, when little Roberta was about 12 years old. She studied
stenography and bookkeeping, and on the
death of her father the young woman assumed the position of sole breadwinner
for the family. As public stenographer
nnd accountant she opened an office in
Chicago and was remarkably successful.

.01)*

Fruit.
Prices of strawberries range from 15 cents a
box to two for 25 cents, according to quality.
Strawberries,
13yl5 Oranges, doz
.353 46
Lemons, doz
25339
Groceries.

native of

Brown &

Core of W hoopi n« Con*; li—Small
Shoe* Mean Poor Health.

their barns In anticcrop of hay. Hay of
the square this week
for balled hay is held

up to $30 yet.
Best loose, per ton.14 315
Baled.
20
Straw.
Loose. 8§10
14
Baled.
Seeds.
bu
2
It»
75
Alsike.
17
Herdsgraas,
1.«0 White clover, lb
25
Hungarian, bu
.15 Peas:
lirewntop, tb
lied clover, lb
15
2.00
Canada,,bu
Vegetables.
String beans, green peas, bunch beets, new
potatoes and new turnips are added to the price
list this week.
New turnips, bunch 08 Beets, bunch
10
Green peas, pk
to String beans, qt
12
New potatoes, pk
75 New cabbage,
.04
20 Tomatoes, tb
12
Potatoes, pk
New onions,
04
03
Rhubarb, lb
Bermuda onions, lb 06 Beets, tb
.(!2
05 Turnips,-.lb
.01
Banishes,

Beef,

Capt. George B. Coombs is at home for
a few days.
Miss Carrie Coombs is at home from
Philadelphia for a short visit.
of

unloading
year’s big
selling on
The price

16

Provision*.

Harbor.

TVomnnhood-Cnrf of flie
Eye*—!nfln<*m*e
of
Mnn 'orlmn*.

40

Fowl.

Hay.
Farmers are
ipation of this
good qualitv Is
at $14 and $15.

ville.
Charlea R. Clarke is employed at Bar

of

Tdcnl*

vanced from 15 to Id cents.
Fresh laid, per do2.18

extra

June 10.
instructive enterat the Methodist

AN

The beginning of the Bar Hnroor demand Is
booming the price of eggs, which have ad-

Franklin.

Rev. D.

WRIOHTS AND MEASURES.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh (Jf
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 uounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
in good order and fit for shipping, Is f*0 pou '- ;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of ocans In
good order and fit for shipping. Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas,«<>
pounds; of corn, 06 pounds; of onions, 72
wounds; of carrots, Kiiglisu turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley aim buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats.
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.

Dr.

\V«*Mt Itrookavllle.

WOMAN

Wednesday-, June 12, 1901.

asparagus,

They

Mildred Mayo
Saturday affer rfoOfT, her eighth

be

Robert

health.

friends

RLL8 WORTH MARK RTS.

under

the

summer

season’s work at
he will sail the

Fred

--

.~.Y

i

Every time
new

an

argument gains you

friend it loses you two old

a

ones.

Stops the Cough ami Works off the Cold.
Laxative Bromo-Quiulne Tablets cure a cold
iu oue d ay. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents

THE HIGHEST STANDARD
j

|

of quality is none too good when
it comes to heating and cooking
apparatus. One must live with a
range and a furnace every day,
and inferior goods are always ex
pensive and unsatisfactory.

CLARION
RANGES and HEATERS
are the best.
cannot be obtained

give results that
They with
other ranges
and heaters. The most heat with the
least fuel has been our aim. We have
studied this problem for over sixty years.
Long enough to feel sure that we have
correctly solved It.
Insist on the Clarion. If your dealer
does not handle it, write to us.
WOOD & BISHOP

COMPANY, Bangor, Me.

of "Worms
itches, when Its appetite Is variable and
frequent, when the tongue is foul, breath bad
listurbed give it a few doses of

) nose

Bptoms
IE’S

Worm

ELIXIR

:pel all worms. If no worms are present True’s
;un do no harm,but acts asgentle tonic.
It
constipation, biliousness and all the momind bowel complaints common in children
adults. 35cts, a bottle, at drug stores.
OR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for Tape Warm*.

Tiie Ellsworth

American—only COUNTY Paper.

,<fche>. iswortl) American.
I

AU

operations
tries, discouraging
which satisfactory conditions would

PUBLISHED

AT

RI.LSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
¥. w. Rollins. Editor and Managor.
•nhscripi(on Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
Six months, 30 cents for three months; tf
paid strictly in advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents
real*1 tively. All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of 2 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
ID, and all money orders made payable to, The
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
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4
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6
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V^Muon

improved
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V

m.

5:00
p. m.
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1 C

fsyMoon
u
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First

jf Quarter

summer.

the national emblem.

as

m

S'58
60 p. Bi.
no

in

JUNE 12, 1901.

the

schools

State.

com-

couple many

the

there is

that Fort Knox

rumor

truth

is to

be

iu

preached

talking

up this year’s borse show and fair. There
are other towns in Maine that can get up
a pretty good fair, a pretty good horseor a pretty good Fourth of July celebration, but there is no other Maine town

that
of

approach

can

swell

Bar Harbor in the way
blooded driving

horses.

That

is

Bar

where

distinguished

horse show is

Harbor’s

shows.

it

came

GREEN

Breaking

Kooky Pond Dam

Cuts off Water Supply.
The dam at Little liocky pond, which

Hagertby

and

Greely

and

We

here by Invitation,
At your Golden Jubilee;
And with hearty congratulation,

Sold

have

and

hardwood timberland

in

No. 33

on

Fitts js

Following

Saturday,

9

a. in.

prayer

6

liowest for

ire

more

ovely

Clara—Oh,
for

you
it’s

anything.

hink it does

just

my latest
too awfully

Maud—Do

justice? Clara—Justice
it, dear. It is positively

nerciful to you.
Learn to
:han

laugh.

good laugh is better
medicine. Learn to keep your own

roubles to

A

yourself.

The world is too
busy to care for your ills and sorrows.
Learn to do something for others.
There

always something that you can do to
others happier, and that is the
surest way to attain happiness for your;s

nake

self.

late

Ellsworth

of

Cl

There

UUIO

are some women

who

month for 33

lurcbasers of

years..

the

next Boston

seem to

he peren-

the mother’s cheek*, the brightness In her e>e»,
the round ues* of her form, all speak of abounding health. What is her secret? 8hc 1* at the
middle age of life when ho many women are
worn, wasted and faded, and yet time ha* only
ripened her charm*. The secret of this tnatrouly^health and heautv may be told tn the
orlef phrase. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite. Prescrip
tion. The general health of woman Is so Intimately relate.! to the local health of the delicate
womanly organs, that where these arc diseased,
the whole body must suffer.
“Favorite Prescription’’ dries up the debllitniiug drains,
heals ulceration and Inflammation, cures female weakness and Inmans to the delicate female organs natural vigor and vitality. Women
who have lost their health and their beauty
have been made “robust ami rosy cheeked” by
tne use of this marvelous medicine.

in

the

phototones of the three great
achts, that of “Shamrock II” having
>een given with last Sunday’s issue, while
he “Constitution” will appear with the
eries of

of June 23.

s&ue

be

will

commanded by

from Bar Harbor to the other islaud
resorts, making two round trips daily.
The “Sebenoa”, Capt. Norton, will ron
between Rockland and Castine.

“Gurney”,

clSUrrtisnnnits.

vmi

NEW STABLE.
I have

opened

Franklin
the

day,

week

stable

new

Horses

street.
or

month

Horses

prices.

erate

a

fed

on

by

mod-

at

left in my

will receive careful attention.

care

Franklin Street,

made

all sizes—$13 up.

to order.
doors.

K»nq

SHOE
Ellsworth.

::
:. For

i

mattresses as

good

$2

From

to

$2.50.

J

The only store in Ellsworth that T
carries these goods.
I

;

Many styles at moderate prices.

1

i

Women.

Dongola and Velour Calf. A

in

:

Room Mouldings.

S3.50.1

T»1 Federation i

::

I have a fine line of coverings that
will conven old furniture into new
at small cost.

I make old balr

Q ijALITV |

also have

Street,

$

:: For MEN.
::

I

Ellsworth.

brimmer & co. I
li-H-H-l-i-H-l-l-l-l-l-l-l-M-H. !■ I I i-t

as new.

:j. h.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W.

JORDAN,

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

J ^CARRIAGES**[
2
offering Special
I am

2
2
•i

I

Pan-American Exposition Tours t 2
A
Personally Conducted.
All
arranged
advance.-CO ^
2
_Leave
details

03“

fur you

in

Portland via White Mountains every other W
commencina Juno l&th, under A
Wednesday,
direction of JiR. 1 KA.\K A. i.i wii.i., tor \
personal
15
tours.

year* manager foreign
S5E.CC all ex- A
vYrite tr ritiu- \
ponses. First-class in evt-rv respect
erarytoF.E. Boothuy. Gen. Pass. A^t., 1 -rtia. d,?.:t. m

MAINE CENTRAL ECREILN TCUR if
to INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, Glasgow,
including Edinburg. York, London. Oxfbid, Stmt- ^
ford-on-Avon, Warwick, Chester, etc. Sej l. 7tie-.
Oct. 20th
40 '/«>»«.
f' "i an'
ti«*n >
on M. C. K. K.
All *xpounei paid.
Wri:e
&
particulars to F. E limmiDY, Li-u. Pusa. Agent, \
Portland, Me.
f

Low Rates

Carriages and Jiggers to reduce my large stock. I have the
Kief dry goods cart at a very low
price.
Buyers will iind it to
their advantage to get my prices
before purchasing.
on

There will
)rooo

on

be

a

firemen’s

the Fourth of

July,

2

S. L. LORD.

J,

,,

I

muster at

nanagemeut of the Eagle and Monitor
ngine companies. All the running teams
( nd hand engine companies in the State

“The Beautiful is

perhaps

^

drowned from bis vessel at New
Conn., recently, was found in the

was

iaveu,

more

as

Useful

as

the

Useful,

J iarbor there last week.
V

1 Iluetilll.

so.”

engagement is announced of Miss
[ dllian
May Kane, daughter of Capt. John
V. Kane, of this place, to Fred L. Martin,
on of George A. Martin, of Hancock.

had

at

HALL,

*^

beginning^’

MONDAY,

JUNE 17
I/.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
romato,
n

..

Celery?*’
—

PLAVr8'

Pansies,
Asters,
▼«““*

32..

AND

BELL-RINGERS.

Holmes

Block,

Main St.

special attention given to Cleaning,

Pressing

and

Repairing.

merit.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
A he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Emma Kimball, late of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
June 4,1901.Daniki. E. Kimrall. *
subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed Administrator of the estate of Francis D. Hodgkins, late of Lamoine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, aud given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all iudebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
June 4,
Frank L. Horn.kins.

rpHE
he
A

1901._

subscriber hereby gives notice that
lie h ts been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
Alfieu McDonald,
late of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Isaac H. Homer.
June 4. 1901.

PHB subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly
JL
appointed administrator of the estate of Rebecca .Smith, late
Bucksport. in the county of Hancock, deceasen, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Theodore H. Smith.
June 4, 1901.
subscriber

MORROW

COASTER BRAKE

June

STORE—Rooms—first

6ouuty

NOTICE

a*

a

two
ARCHER.

cases.

Isaac;L.|Hodokins.

to

Subscribe for The American.

Ellsworth&e.

Sjifu'al INotiffB.
NOTICE.
my wife, Idu P. Stanley, having left me without just cause or nrovication, I hereby forbid all persons harboring
ir trusting her on
my account as I shall nav
10 bills of her contracting after this
date
Enoch B. Stanley, Jb.
Cranberry Isles, Me., May 22, 1901.

WHEREAS
ELLSWORTH riFO. CO.

OF

FORECLOSURE.

Charles B. Pineo and James
fc. Berry, both then of Eden. Hancock
county, Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
1SK1, and rerordta in the regof deeds for Hancock
county, Maine, in
conveyed to Lewis Friend,
late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased,
situated in said Eden, and
,a said mortga*e deed

di
!:?■
J?1estate

JftonSlf.% 55Sfhed

or land situated in
.«niCeJV*ia 1<Jt or Parcel
and bounded and
rttrt.rfdY1 at.°,t,ter CrLek
to wit:
Beginning on
Ih» lib?d u9 °f 4he
at Samuel UaviS
I0ad
nnr:w.,9lde
corner and
following said
we**
llne eouth to Wm. T.
wInLe MI)at.,s
E‘ «"»«; thence on
said Walls

north::.
l:oe

west 20 rods to his N. W. corner;
R°r‘R
4B?5ce a?uth tocounty road; thence on said
to Nr-’t

mentioned bound
acres more or less.
Exmiue" & mi»crals on said
a 104 of
* one-balf
acres situated In the
uortheas: corner of the
Wni- H Davis to Thus
E DavO,
27, 1881
The above being the
same premises
conveyed to us by Wm. H.
13, 1882’ & recordt!d
vol. 182,

containing eighteen

*!'•

e

.k

lota
aud

tuated

bounded:

at

said

Otter

Beginning

at

J.VsS r£.a,itibhe94i0:ner oI a‘“t °*“ed
dfek-'a we'a. :iS. d Crt,and toilowing said Rou

dick line
a

th,

rt.d.a,°r4b
J3V east on -aid Bo•“ 40 aa'd Rodick N. W. corner

wo.

Sox Sale.

ANiT^ow^cASEs^lQ^r,
and
Safes
show
Apply
Oeokgm
NGINE—A 7^2 Horse Power gasolene engme. Gan be seen running in mv shon
P

$6.00.

Hancock,

pavment
Zkmro F. Callahan.

1901.

4.

Cr^ek
inapd»lr
fiso/w

floor ana basement—
in Masonic block on State
street, until
■ecently occupied by the Hnncock
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. R*dman
igfcnt, in same building.

iaily.

^

county

mediately.

a

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

hereby gives notice that

he has been duly
-a.
appointed administrator of the estate of William
Callahan, late
of Mt. Desert, in the
of

fol.VW.JaUUary

<Ea 3Lrt.

•rogramme changed every night.

EMISSION, 10 and 20 cts.
RESERVED SEATS, 30 cts.

FRENCH’S

Tailoring Rooms,

UUIUl

Milton’s Comedians

of the

runs

J. A.

the

I

<

summer

WOOLENS at

The

| HANCOCK

Tailoring.

placing jour order for a

suit, call and Inspect the line Hue of

Bedding Plants for your garden, and
Phosphate which will make them grow, can be

A

?bo

Custom

Both

Capt. Bickford’s Body Found.
body supposed to be that of Capt.
Cexauder Bickford, of Winter Harbor,

or

given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for
settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make
im-

^

Before

<

rill be invited.

:id mi uint r.-it

Petition filed by Howard M. Linscott and
Jessie A. Linscott, both of Hancock, in said
county, for leave to adopt Royce F.dgar Miller
and change his name to Royce Edgar Linscott.
Alfred McDonald, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Isaac H.
Homer, administrator, for license to sell at
public or private sale, the real estate of said
deceased, as describeo in said petition.
Stephen Stratton, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
of personal estate of said deceased, presented
by Ann Stratton, widow of said deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy. Attest:—Char. P. Dorr, Register.

deceased, and

(

2

under the

1

1

,,

—

1

Annninti (I

oi

}

Firemen’s Muster at Orono.

1,*.

nmr

estate of said deceased, presented by Leroy
H. Varnum, a son of said deceased.
George L. Gerry, late of Ellsworth, in said
First and fi'ial account
county, deceased.
filed by Truman C. Lord, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Giles J. Webber, late of Brookliu, in said
county, deceased. First account of i.raceE.
Webber, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mary A. Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account and also private account of Isaac H. ilomor, executor,
filed for settlement.
Alfred McDonald, of Bucksport, in said
county. First account of Isaac H. Homer,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Prudence S. Emery, late of Boston, in the
and Commonwealth of
county of Suffolk
First account of
Massachusetts, deceased.
Fred W. Bridgham, trustee, filed for settle-

■r

rpilE

Window Screens
screen

^Esther*

J. Orcutt, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purto
be the last will and testament of
porting
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for appointment of Charles
E. Snow administrator with the will annexed
(said deceased having omitted to appoint an
executor in her said will), presented by
Agatha K. Snow, a legatee under said will.
William Fox, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Doris Fox, the
executrix therein named.
Rebecca M. Young, late of Bucksport, in
Petition that A. A.
said county, deceased.
Littlefield may be appointed administrator of
the estat e of said deceased, presented by Abbie J. Bowden, a sister of said deceased.
John L. Varnum, late of Mt. Desert, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Fred D. Ma-

Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury
as mercury will purely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system
when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used except on
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the
damage they will do Is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.
Hall’s Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A Co
Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and Is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It Is taken Internally, and made In Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney A Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c. |>er bottle.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
of

Beware

E. L. DODGE,
Sub-

.21*

Sunday

This will be the second

Journal.

boat

new

be

Capt. Dickson, who will be succeeded on
the “Sappho” by Rodney Sadler, now
The “Pemaquid” will
quartermaster.

»8'».

The. grown daughters tire
nially youthfulcompanion* a* well a children, and the color in

meteoroat the Maine agricul-

you

me

for

s no name

like

IXO.Vl.

abstract of

2mti0nnent0.
do

the

was

Falls,
father of Charles H. Haynes, and Mrs. J.
F. Whitcomb, of this city.
Two children by her first husband are
living—John and Fred Cook—both of
whom were with her at her death.
Since her second marriage Mrs. Haynes
has lived at Ellsworth Falls.
She spent
the past winter with her sisters, Mrs. Vira
Healy, of East Boston, and Mrs. Etta
Ruddy, of Lynn, returning home in ill

mouth.53.S*

same

else.

Maud—How
ahoto?

boasted reason,
by their humors than

Haynes,

Charles

Rockland,

of

husband

FURNITURE COVERINGS.

Haga/lne, Book and Newspaper Notes
A tine large ptiototoue of the yacht
‘Independence” will be given free to ail

in.

with all their

governed

inything

an

a. m.

Mankind,

was

second

her

Vverageof warmest day.68*
Average of coldest day.41*

p.

sunrise prayer service;
) a. m., prayer meeting; 10.30 a. m., sernon; 1.30 p. m., sermon.

John Cook,

husband
and

E. J. DAVIS,

Average for same mouth for3J years.52.34*
85*
Highest, May 22.
Highest for same month for 33 years.90*
lowest, May 6 .32*

aiemorial

Sunday,

is

Tor tne

average

1.45 p.
p.

of age. She was born in the vicinity of
Camden. She was twice married. Her first

Temperature.

of

service; 7.00 quarterly meeting,
anion of C. E. and A. C. F. society, praise
service, followed by address.

forenoon, at the home of her son,
Cook, at Ellssvorth Falls.
Mrs. Haynes was seventy-three years

dumber of clear days.7
lumber of fair days..
dumber of cloudy days....
rotal precipitation as water.2.07 inches
Average for same month for 33 years..3 28 inches

meeting; 10 30,

praise service;
churches; 2.15

this

No. 1 Franklin

ogical observations
tural experiment station at Orouo, durug the mouth of May:

evangelistic service.

iermou; 1 30 p. m.
in. reports from

The

will

She

improvements.
“Pemaquid”.

renamed

To all persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of June, a. d. 1901.
prerpHE following matters having been
hereinX. sented for the action thereupon that
noafter indicated, it is hereby ordered
tice thereof be given to *11 person* interested,
bv causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apbe held at Bluepear at a probate court to
hill, in said county, on the second dav
of July, a. d. 1901, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

Bath receiving electric lights

at

now

and other

John

The

Weather of May. J

The

practical hardwood manufacturer, and will personally operate the
mill. Re will take charge in the fall,
getting out his stock for next year. The
present owners will manufacture this

uj.,

o’clock

10

REFRIGERATORS.

And when the shadows gentle grow.
Before the dawn that knows no night;
Mjty you the precious promise know,
‘At eventide it shall be light.”

planta-

7 30

died at

A new line just received.
stantial, medium goods.

May your coming years, many or few,
fie cheered by Hope’s bright shining Btar,
And guardian angels accompany you
rhrougb the golden gates which were left ajar.

a

m., business,
delegates; 7 p. m., praise service;

is

run

HAYNES.

J.

Haynes

The steamer

towns of Mt. Desert Island.

******

tion.
Mr.

LUCY

J.

engaged for the season, and some
were expected in a few days.
The loss on buildings and furniture is
The purchase of the steamer “Long
at f4,500; insurance, f3,880.
Island” by the Maine Central railroad estimated
company will enable them to give a
legal Notices.
greatly improved service to the shore

COUCHES-

sun to light your day,
night, the silver moon,
And all the joy upon your way,
Since that memorable eighth of June.

have sold

18,000

Lucy

Mrs.

well,
They

guests

Stsberttarmcnta.

And at

an

acres

OBITUARY.

not

waa

the house.

iu

been

joyously.

He gave the

interests in the hardwood manfacturlng business here to Frank Fitts, of
Orange, Mass. The interest is in the

mill,

most

We meet to-day, a happy throng
Of friends and neighbors true;
And raise to God our grateful song,
For being good to you.

one-sixth

Mason steam

are

Respond

Mill Here.

Ragerthy

J.

At last, the day has come
For which we long have tarried;
And llfty years of love and home
Have gone since you were married.

LAKE HATCHERY.

of Little

by

taken:

_

Messrs.

j

“And

W. Hagar, of New York, was read by Mr.
Kerr. From it the following verses are

from other

the commandant of the
naval station at Honolulu, to consult
'with the LTnited States district attorney there, in regard to proceedyear’s stock.
ings to protect the interests of the
Mr. Fitts thinks the business already
in
government
securing the needed started here should prove the nucleus of
land at Pearl Harbor.
By the same a large hardwood manufacturing busisteamer, at the request of Secretary ness. He will manufacture the wood into
Long, orders from Attorney General spool bars, etc., about as at present, for
Knox went to the United States dis- j borne and foreign markets.
trict attorney, to take the
necessary
Klls worth (Quarterly Meeting.
steps before July 1 to condemn the
The programme
for
the
Ellsworth
land needed for the naval station.
of Free Baptists at
This alertness will convince those I Quarterly meeting
Clifton June 14,15 and 16, is as follows:
speculators that Uncle Sam is not | Friday, 2
p. m., devotional service; 2.30
an
always
easy mark.
election of officers and
p.

The labor situation in many parts of
the country is still seriously unsettled,
says Dun’s Revied', and constitutes a

Gen. 25-2:

children and many friends.
A poem, written for the occasion

turnouts and

Interest In

Senator Pritchard, of North Carolina, who is in Washington on official
business, said of the McLaurin-Tillman mix-up in South Carolina:
“The
fight is between democrats, and I
have nothing to do with it, but there
is a strong sympathy for Senator McLaurin among business men and manufacturers of our
section, who are
democrats.
They believe that he
represents their interests and the best
interests of the South. I am willing
to make this prediction, however,
both North and South Carolina will
soon be in the republican
column, and
the day is not far distant when that
will take place.
Other
Southern
states are leaning that way, too.”
Senator McLaurin is also in Washington.
He expresses absolute confidence that a majority of the South
Carolina voters will endorse his position.

appropriate discourse, taking

an

blessing may long follow them in life.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan were the recipients
of many suitable weddiug gifts, aud congratulations from tbeir children, grand-

trot

Greely

instructing

Kerr

of the church he wished that God’s

name

j

Secretary’ Long headed off a scheme
of some real estate speculators, who
have acquired the land that will be
needed for the establishment of the
naval
station, on Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, and who have been holding it at extortionate prices, by

Mr.

also

yesrs of age.
survive him.

mother, who

and her

ones

Improved Steamboat Service.

fifty-three

was

MRS

honored

years of life and pros-

his sermon on the great importance of
forming marriage relationship which can
be blessed by God, and productive of lasting good to the church, the home and the
world, he said, “God blessed Abraham’s
son Isaac; he has also abundantly blessed
our Isaac and hia faithful partner with
long life and prosperity,” and in the

a

officers’ quarters and the electric wiring of the same.
The fact that the building is to be wired
for electric lights also indicates that a
lighting plant may be established there.

supplies water for the government fish
hatchery at Green Lake, broke Monday
continued critical condi- night. About
forty feet of the dam and
tion.
She is not worse than she has sixty feet of the flume went out.
been at any time since her return to
The breaking of the dam cuts off the
Washington, but neither is she per- water supply for the pens and artificial
It is this that is ponds at the hatchery, and necessitated
ceptibly better.
alarming in such a case as hers. Mem- the hasty planting of the trout and salmon at the hatchery which it was inbers of the cabinet are ^doing everytended to carry through the summer.
in
their
thing
power to relieve Presi- All the salmon and trout had to be
dent McKinley of the routine execplanted by Tuesday night, in order to
utive work.
save them.
About 50,000 went into Branch pond,
To the list of candidates for gov- 40.000 into Patten’s pond, 15,000 salmon
ernor of Maine to succeed Governor into Wood’s poud, Bluebill, and the balHill, a new name is now to be added. ance, some 300,000, Into Green Lake.
The loss on tbe dam Is slight compared
The avowed candidates up to this
with the loss and inconvenience caused
week have been Mr. Cobb, Mr. Pettinby the interruption of work at the
gill and Mr. Fernald. The one now to hatchery. The dam will be rebuilt this
be added to the list is Joseph H. Mansummer, and probably while the work is
ley, of Augusta, who this week au- ! being done it win he on improved lines,
thorized the Lewiston Journal to an- ! so that the water supply at the hatchery
nounce his candidacy.
Many state- ! wi.l be increased.
ments have been going around as to
Mr. Manley’s intentions,
HARDWOOD MILD, t
but
the
located

he wished the

have been called for for the erection of

seems

set of non-commissioned

Bar Harbor’s board of trade is

He

A wife and three children

aud

manently garrisoned.
to be strengthened by the fact that bids
rumor

McKinley’s

is

Harbor.

to

to pass, after the death of Abraham, that
God blessed his son Isaac.” In closing

President McKinley is only seei ng
those of his caliers who have important public business, owing to Mrs.

at present.

family

of the

morning

for his text:

per-

the lot of few

name

more

perity.
On Sunday

_

was

con-

recently received the contract for the mail
route between Ellsworth and Southwest

the

occasion which it

He recovered

intervals until his death at 6
o’clock.
Mr. Randall was proprietor of the Randall house at Southwest Harbor. He had

Rev. David Kerr, was
pastor,
present, and in a short speech after supper congratulated them on the auspicious
Their

of

The

The Cuban constitutional convention reassembles this week to consider Gen.' Wood’s communication
notifying them that they must accept
the Platt amendment unconditionally
before they will be allowed to organize a government of their own.
The
latest advices indicate a disposition
en the part of a majority of the convention to be stubborn, and immediate action is not expected.

seems to De wnere he

and taken to his home.
sciousness at

bers.

Maine

throughout

Bucksport girls hope
the

President McKinley has set at rest
the third term talk so far as it concerns him.
Over his own signature
he has announced not only that he is
not a candidate for renomination, but
also that he would not accept the
nomination if it were tendered him.

aoove

physicians say death was due to the
rupture which occurred before the fail.
Mr. Randall was picked up unconscious

son

Nelson. Though he has were the only
had barely time to escape.
a mark of only 2.36 himself, ho has proanswer to
The crowd that gathered In
duced some of the best driving horses
alarm succeeded in Bnving neighborin this section of Maine, and some speedy the
houae and connectin the ing buildings, but the
ones, too. Several of his get are
stable were burned. Very little furlist, the fastest of them so far being Lil- ing
niture was saved from the houso.
lian Oddmark, 2.16.
The loss will be a severe one to Mr.
The purchase of this horse by Bluehill
of the buildSmall, not ouly on the value
men will doubtless mean much to that
but coming as the Are did juat at
section of Hancock county, which has ings,
of what promised to be a
always been noted for its flue bits of tho opening
bad
good summer season. Several rooms
bore-flesh.

been

carriage and killed, but

the

to live

Flag Day, enjoy, and in the
do, and Flag Day friends
gathered,
more

public recognition

no

mon
a.

steamboat service this

but many of the citizens
exercises are becoming yearly

MOON’S PHASES.
a.

gossip.

Desert island resorts will enjoy

126th

takis

6

robust,

and

thrown from hi9

apparently good
wedding. They are
highly respected in the city and neighborhood, and in the Baptist church, of
which both have long been loyal mem-

Friday, June 14, is “Flag-Day”,
anniversary of the stars and

Next
the

stripes

n

aud

countV
The Mt.

25 26 27 28 29

d:53

wagon and throwing himself out.
This led to the report that he bad

of Bangor, by F. P. Merrill,
P. and A. C. Hinckley and C. 8. Snow-

man, of Bluehill.
Oddmark Is by

and pulled the horse sharply
with the other, cramping the

around

until their diamond

11 12 j 13 14 15

—

Wheelden,
M.

rein,

one

losses which would be sustained by
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan have had five chilemployers in case of suspension, the dren—three sons and two daughters, all
machinists made demands which were of whom are alive and comfortably sitconsidered unreasonable by employers uated. Three of them were present at
the golden wedding—Mrs. Goodwin, with
at many points, who have taken a deher family, from Springfield, Mass., Mrs.
More quiet conditermined stand.
Leighton, of Boston, and Byron Jordan,
tions in the market and few new conwho is a successful commercial man with
As
tracts make this action possible.
a Boston firm.
a rule manufacturers have not sought
At the wedding there was a large numbusiness beyond July 1, and it looks ber of relatives, friends aud neighbors of
as though
they had been preparing the respected conple, who are still strong
for the conflict.

__

Full

W. Randall, of Southwest Harbor,
Stricken While Driving.
S. W. Randall, a well-known citizen of
Southwest Harbor, died suddenly yesterday afternoon. Death is attributed to the
rupture of a blood vessel.
Mr. Randall was out driving when he
was stricken.
As he described it himself
in his conscious periods after the attack,
he felt as if something gave way in his
stomach. In bis sudden pain he dropped
S.

wedding anniversary iu the home where
the bridegroom was born nearly seventythree years ago.
Mrs. Jordan, whose
maiden name was Susan Maria Brown,
was born at Seal Cove, Mt. Desert island,
the country.
Labor controversies
and lived there until her marriage on
I have become the factor of greatest June
8,1851, by the late Rev. Dr. Tenney,
manufacimportance in the leading
the much-respected pastor of the Ellsturing industry. Counting, perhaps, worth Congregational church for so many
upon the urgency of orders and heavy years.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

*23 TT
~30

and Mrs. Isaac .Iordan Celebrate
Their Fiftieth Anniversary.
Last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Jordan, of Beechland, celebrated their golden
Mr.

But quick deotherwise stimulate.
cision is to be expected in some of
these labor controversies, and in the
meantime trade is encouraged by reports of a satisfactory condition of
winter wheat over a large portion of

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

Small's Inn, Sedgwick, Burned.
Small’*
Sedgwick, June 8 (special)
about
mn wss barnad Weiluesiisy night
Henry Small, proprietor, was
midnight.
Mrs. Small, her llttlo
away from home.

Good Stallion Goes to Bluehill.
Oddmark has been purchased from the estate of John B. P.

SUDDEN DEATH,

The ctallion

new

AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

1901

GOLDEN WEDDING.
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HOOK AND LADDER TRUCK.

/

Mrs. H. D. Hodgkins, of South Brener,
Is visiting relatives here.

| New One If ns Been Bought for Ellsworth Fire Department,
The Indies’ aid society will meet with
j Ellsworth will have a new hook and
Mrs. Will York Thursday afternoon.
j ladder truck. This was settled at a meetMrs. Mark Milllken, sr., visited rela- ing of the aldermen last
evening. Chief
tives in Bangor and vicinity recently. Engineer Brown to-day ordered from BanHenry itemick, of Somerville, Mass., gor the truck the city has been looking at.,
spent a few days with bis father, L. D. and it will be here to-morrow.
The truck is well adapted to the needs of
Itemick, last week.
Ellsworth. It was built originally to cost
Christopher Brenton, who has been
$750, but the city got it for $400. Chief
■working at Mooaehead, is spending a few j
Brown considers it a bargain. The truck
days with bis family.
was built some time
ago, but lias never
been used. It weighs 1,100 or 1,200 pounds
Be loving and yon will never want for
and can be handled by the present comlove; be humble and you will never want
for guiding—Dinah Mulorh Cralk.
pany.
The track has platform springs, savern
wheels, brass work, nickle plated. It is
H«w Are Your Kidneys f
Dr. Hobbs' Sparagus Plllacureall kidney 111a. Samequipped with fifty-foot Bangor extension
ple free. Add. Sterling Homedt Co..Chicago or N. Y
ladder, over 100 feet of single fire ladders,
including roof ladders and two ladders
abbrrtiscmfuls.
that can be put together in an Instant and
used as an extension for any length from
sixteen to thirty feet. There is one large
pull-down hook, with chain and rope, and
several hand hooks, axes, crowbars, lanterns, etc.
It is a hand truck, with reel and rope. It
is built cut-under style, and can be turned
in its own length.
At the same meeting last night, the

J

voted to purchase
the large
drill which has been doing such ex-

aldermen
steam

cellent work at the rock-crusher.

ELLSWORTH

Ruby Havey,

Miss

ing

Maxfleld, of Bangor,
Wednesday with her sister, Mrs.

here

eclentlflc dentist so that your best friend will
not detect the difference.
Our crown, bridge
and artificial teeth work Is j>erfect.

THE NUMBER of PEOPLE
In Hancock county who have taken advantage
-of our liberal offer of

FREE CAR FARE TO BANCOR
have Induced us to continue the same for
another month.
The best set of teeth for only $7, teeth extracted free and free car fare to Bangor. Don’t
let this opportunity pass by, but go with the
crowd to

The White Dental Rooms,
Dr.

BANGOR, nE.
Skyey, Mgr.
Telephone 351 ll.

Sullivan, Is visit-

of

Mrs. Frank Haslam.

her sister

Mrs. S.

FAIR BUT FALSE
were her teeth, but their beauty made her fair.
A pretty mouth Is ruined by defective teeth,
but the dental art has reached such perfection
that ydur natural teeth can be replaced by a

HALLS.

A.

was

Ash

Flood.

C.

frame Li. neac-D nas

barn
of bis

recently renum ms
to the looks

materially

which adds

place.

C. J. Treworgy is making an addition to
grain shed, 20x24, to be UBed (or
storage pnrposes.
his

Miss Mattie Webber, of Bar Harbor,
is here this week,
the guest of her
aunt, Mrs. M. M. Moore.
✓
Miss

McCarty,

Mae

who

has

been

in

Waltham, Mass., for the past year is at
home fo** a few weeks’ vacation.
The

graduating class of tbo Fails gramhave its exercises in the

school will

mar

church

on

Friday evening

of this week.

Ethel Jellison went toOronoTuesday evening to be present at the University of .Maine commencement exercises
Miss

6 State St.

on

Wednesday.

Smith, Asa C. Flood and B. S.
Jellison were fishing at the Morrison
ponds and on tjie West Branch two days
last week. They brought home ninetyC. W.

FREE!

seven

Until June 22, to introduce my work,
I will give each person orderin One
Dozen Cabinets, an extra Photograph Colored in Water Colors,
like ttie ones on exhibition at
my Studio.
Call and examine my Samples of Enlargements and Frames.

having

an

afternoon and

evening dance
done, they will
liberal patronage from

If this is

on

the Fourth.

no

doubt receive

a

their many admirers.
Mr. Porter

here from

was

New

York

brushed up Ticonic’s rusty
A crew of
spots and made some repairs.
about forty of her company took her out
The
for trial Saturday evening.
improvement made was noticeable.
last week and

WHITMORE,

B. J.
40 Maih

trout aud three small salmon.

Lynch’s band is thinking of building a
platform in L. J. Maddocka’ grove and

ELLSWOBTH.

8t.,

This

signature Is

every box of the genuine
Tablets

Bromo'Quinine
colrt In

Laxative
the

on

remedy that

rnr**«

a

on©

day

aubctti'scinmtB.

:

j
|

W. R. PARKER
CLOTHING CO,
One of the best

things to

invest in is

*

a

DRESS SUIT CASE.
for your inspection.
spring
We have them in sole leather, linen libre and canvas covered, from
line is

Our

I*

ready

to

$1.25

$8.

If you should need a leather hand bag or
They are
tension case, look at our assortment.
to please you.

exsure

mT'r

~

YOU CAN T CUT GKASo

have it sharpened with

a

with

a

dull

*

j|

«

|
|
A

mower.

Government.

n>«

known

as

ways prominent before the bouse. One
of his colleagues from Manhattan was
of the other would have told that if the
Colonel Jack Adams, who, a lawyer,
unmistakable features had not evi- while he and Mr. Campbell were in
denced it. A government employee, it congress together spent most of bis
matters not who, but one who may pos- time working off practical jokes at the
sibly in certain events happening make expense of the east side statesman.
a “stake” out of the tribe to which
Tim had been In and out of Tammany
these Indians belong, was doing the I Ilali several times, those changes dehonors of the capitol and showing the I pending on whether his claims were
braves about the corridors. They left recognized or repudiated.
the Indian committee room and came
A very hot political canvass found
to the door of the house restaurant.
Tim one of the stanchest ndherents of
“Let’s have a bite to eat,” suggested the Hall. Colonel Jack had had a fallthe man with the graft.
ing out with the powers and was Just
“All right,” was the quick reply of ns strong on the other side. Tim took
the aborigines.
this very much to heart, as his admiraAt the luncheon counter the one who tion for his fellow congressman was
could master the most English asked, very strong. He concluded that, where
“Guv’munt pay?”
all others had failed to bring Colonel
“Oh, yes.” responded the host, think- Jack back Into the fold, he (Tim) could
ing thrt the quickest way to Inform succeed.
them that they would not have to stand
"Now, .Tack,” Tim said Insinuatingly,
“what do you want to go and fight the
good for the bill.
“Ugh!” grunted the brave, “we eat mayor for? Sure, he’s a fine young fellot, guv’munt pay.” And they did— low, bright and enterprising and one
four cups of coffee each, half a dozen of the best educated men In America.”
hard boiled eggs, three ham sand“Educated!” exclaimed Colonel Jack
wiches, one dozen doughnuts, a whole contemptuously.
"Educated, did you
baked chicken, ice cream, a whole pie say?”
each and besides that a thirst for fire
"Sure, he’s one of the very best eduwater that was absolutely appalling.
cated young fellows In this city.”
The luncheon counter looked as though
“Educated!” reiterated Adams, puta cyclone might have paid it a visit by
ting an extra dose of contempt into his
the time the Indians got through, and voice. "What would you say, Tim, If l
the bill that the “guv’munt” clerk had told you that he was so little educated
to foot made his wreck's salary look
that ho spells ‘if’ with only one '17
like 7 cents.
“Does he do that?” responded Tim In
“Guv’munt heap good,” grunted the a heartbroken tone.
brave as he picked his teeth in trtio
“He does.”
“white brother” fashion In the corridor.
“Well, then, I have nothing further
“We cat here again.” But it will not to say. 1 don’t blame you.”—Saturday
be in company with that particular Evening Post.
clerk.—Washington Star.
Dartmoor Sapemtltionn.
In no part of England Is superstition
Counterfeit China.
Other things besides money are coun- so rife as in the west of England, and
terfeited, and purchasers of old china especially so on that tract of barren
have to be continually on their guard land known as Dartmoor. One angler
who had great luck on the river Dart
or they will be paying many dollars
discovered this last year,
lie made a
for what is worth only a few cents.
“The market is full of imitation chi- big catch, but It was made on Easter
Sunday. It consisted of 50 trout, the
In antiques who was asked about the
largest 1% pounds and three of one
"Persons who rely on marks pound each, besides several of half a
matter.
are sure to be deceived, for marks are
pound, a phenomenal catch for the upeasily indtated, and there Is not one per Dart. When he tried to have some
cooked at the farmhouse where he was
that has escaped forgery.
“Both French and English manufac- staying, the old moorland cook refused
to have anything to do with them,
turers forge all of the most sought uftdeeming them “devil's fish” or “vishe,”
er marks and find sale for their products. In looking for old china I find as she pronounced it.
Another superstition is that if one
that every mark of Importance has
been forged, from Dresden to Worces- picks a piece of broom while fishing
that one will assuredly be drowned beter nnd Crown Derby, not excepting
old Sevres. Every day would be pur- fore the day is out.
It Is general for the moormen when
chasers come here and visit other New
York shops, looking for china, and have doing a quiet poach when the streams
are in flood to spit on their first worm
no mortal Idea at all correct of what
they are buying. Yet they will talk for luck. It is thought unlucky to
after a most learned fashion and will look into the water before making a
cast. The most curious superstition is
take offense at the very suggestion
that If one is fishing and for some time
that they may be deceived.
"If you are going to judge of china catches nothing some one is wishing
by fts marks or evidence of its age him ill, and the only way to counteract
the "111 wishing” is to kneel or “sit on
nnd use from discoloration cracks and
chipping, you are more than likely to your knees,” as they say on Dartmoor,
be cheated, for all of these things are and bite off the top of a young bracken
fern. The fish then will be found to
easy for an expert and dishonest dealer to Imitate.
If you are not a judge of bite with most peculiar and surprising
china, then hire an honest expert to avidity.
purchase for you.”—New York Herald.
Why He Was Deaf.
Scene: Stable of Scottish village Inn.
An Advertising Scheme.
Landlord is busy repairing a piece of
Several old acquaintances of the late harness and is
carrying on at the same
D. II. McAlpin, the tobacco manufac- time a conversation with the village
turer, were discussing his business suc- blacksmith. Enter farmer.
cess In an up town club, and one of
Can
Farmer—Look here, landlord.
them told the following story as illusye gie me a bottle o' yer best whisky?
trating the farreachlng effect of comhorses
Landlord— Weel, ye see, the
paratively Insignificant things some- are a’ out, an I dlnna ken when ouy o’
times.
tbem'll be hame.
“It was after Mr. McAlpin was well
Farmer—It’s no’ a horse I want; it’s a
started in the tobacco business,” he bottle o’
whisky.
said, "that nn enterprising rival began
Landlord—Aye; but. ye see, they’re a
to cut into his business by advertising
guid bit awa', an it’ll be late before the
that he placed a dime in every tenth first o’ them’s back.
T,-'.,
/I
,1.>
T
*..I1
package of tobacco put up in his factory. One day a foreman of the pack- horse, but a bottle o’ whisky, 1 want.
ing room went to Mr. McAlpin and
Landlord—Weel, ye see, the beasts’ll
said:
be tired, an—
*1 have a suggestion to make that
Farmer—Gang awa’ wi’ ye an yer
promises to knock out this dime in ev- beasts!
ery tenth package scheme of your rival.
Exit.
Will you hear it?*
Blacksmith—Man, John, ye’re gettin
‘Yes; go ahead/
as deaf as a doorpost.
It wasna’ a
‘Well, then, just put a dime In ev- horse, but a bottle o’ whisky, the man
ery package of tobacco put up In ou? was askin for.
shop and don’t advertise it. It will adLandlord—Ou, aye, I heard him fine,
vertise Itself quickly enough/
but he didu’ pay for the last bottle ha
“Mr. McAlpin saw that the suggesgot.—Pearson’s Weekly,
tion was good, and he accepted It It
cost him a good deal of money, but its
The road to hanpinese and content in
Within a few summer leads to
success warranted It.
Nature, for the closer we
weeks farmers wore buying McAlpin get to the bosom of Nature the closer we
where everything
to
real
get
happiness,
tobacco, knowing that they would find
is God-made, where things are fresh and
money in each package, and If they sweet and
and
where
we live and
pure,
had found diamonds It would not have come in daily contact with things that
and highand
truest
to
our
finest
York
Sun.
appeal
surprised them/*—New
est impulses—Edward Bok, in Ladies'
Home Journal.
A Pigeon as Valet to a Crow.
“Tom” was the name given to a lordly
To Cure a Cold in One Day
-.

young

crow

Kingsley

about whom Florence Morse
Ladies’ Home Journal.

writes in

snow-white pigeon of
about the crow’s age, with whom he was
was

a

acted as maid-of-all-work to
She fetched and carried morsels of
food at his imperious command, and one
of her unvarying duties was the preening

Tom.

master’s feathers. Tom was very
much of a dandy, bis coal-black plumage
always appeared perfectly dressed and
shining, but the arduous labor of his
toilet was performed for him twice every
day by the humble and affectionate
of her

Bring ! pigeon.

“Our fine gentleman
and
your mower to my shop
from a roll in the dust
the
for
purpose.
made
especially
grinding machine
fountain, and, seating

Ellsworth, Me.
ISAAC L. HODGKINS, No- O School St..

would
or

a

come

dip

himself

in

in the
upon

a

railing, utter a short, sharp call.
Instantly Beauty would descend to his

]yjELVIN

WARDWELL,

Graduate of Bellevue Hospital

M. D.

»

CONNICK,

Millinery Parlors,

Medical

College.

Pejjob^cot,

Misses CALL &

ELLSWORTH. ME.

« Mils STREET,
Me.

(Over

J. A.

Lord’s.)

side

and

begin

her

Disfigured

task,

fluttering

anxiously from side to side as she worked,
drawing each shining black feather carefully out to its full length in her pink
bill; Tom, meanwhile, dozing luxuriously
with closed eyes, after the manner of the
complacent patron of a skillful barber.
If Beauty unfortunately pulled a feather
too hard, a squawk and a sudden peck informed her of her mistake.”

Wasted muscles and
What havoc!

Ellsworth

Port.

ARRIVED
Thursday, June 6
Sch Agnes Mabel, Grindle, Bar Harbor
Sch Forester, Farrell, Rockland
Friday, June 7
Sch Samuel Lewis, Pratt Situate
Sunday, June 9
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Boston
SAILED
Tuesday, June 11
Sch J M Kennedy, Hutchins, Steuben
Wednesday, June 12
Sch Samuel Lewis, Pratt, Plymouth, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan—Ar Junes schs Franconia,
Young, Ellsworth; Khgenle, Wallace, Mil-

bridge

June 5, schs Gatherer, Rock port; H T
Hedges, Warren, It I
Ar June 6, schs Harvest Home, Somes; Lucy
Belle, Martin
Ar June 7, sch Mary C Stuart, Bowden
Ar June 8, sch Reuben Eastman, Bangor
Ar June 9, sch Lizzie Cali, Portsmouth
Sid June 7, schs Franconia, Young, Ellsworth,
curl) for Hooper A Havey, to Boston; Gatherer,
Rockport, curb for Robertson A Havey to Boston; Eugenie, Wallace, Mil bridge, curb, W B
Blaisdeil Co, Franklin for Boston
Sid June 8, schs Geo W Collins, Moon, Han.
A Abbott to Boston; Harvest
cock, curb,
Home, Somes, Larnolne, curb, A Abbott to Boston ; H T Hedges, Warren, R I, paving for W B
Blaisdeil Co, Franklin, to Boston

Commencing May 19, 1901.
BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.

more.

is commonly marked by bunches ir
neck, inflammations in the eyes, dys
pepsia, catarrh, and general debility.
It is always radically and permanently
cured by

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
all
all

humors, cures
expels
erup
tlons, and builds up the whole system
whether young

or

old.

Hood’s Pill* cure liver ills: the non-irritating ant
only cathartic to take with Hood’a 811 jap irilla

CHURCH NOTR8.

P.

BAPTIST.

Portland..
Boston.k.;....

David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting
Sunday, June 16
Morning service al
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Bnnda.t
school at 12 m. Y. P. 8. C. E. meeting al

Boston...

Rev.

6 p. in. Evening service at 7.
“A Husband Worth Loving.”

A.

EANGOB.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake House..
Green Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeair, 8. Fy.
Mt.Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

Subject:

History.”
Sunday, June 16—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45.

10.30.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.

9 08
12 40

X. A.

M

9
*6 00
6 06 9
9
6 12
t6 84 flO
41 flO
6 49 flO
hi
110
7 1» 10
7 18 10
7 80 flO
|7 69 11
f 7 49 11
7 fiS 11
8 00 11
8 20
8 50
9
12

80
35

4 60
4 55
6 02
04 f6 24
42

f® 31

11

21
6 41
81 f5 61
46 5 05
52 6 10
68 f« 20
07 5 29
17 f6 89
22 6 43
80 6 50

..
..

30j

30

7 85

•

Dally, Sundays Included.
tStop on algual or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Wait
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

Friday evening, at 7.30, prater meeting
Sunday, June 16—Morning service at
Memorial sermon to Odd Fellows
Itebekahs. Sunday school at 11.45
Junior league at 3.
Epworth league at
10.30.
and

7 30.

Ellsworth.

7.30, class meeting,

Passengers are requested to procure tlokatf
before entering the train, and especially Ellawortn to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen'l Manager*
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.

BAPTIST.

Rev. S. A. Thurlow, pastor.
prayer meeting Thursday, 7.3C

Weekly
m.

Sunday, June lb—Sunday school, 3 p. m.
As both Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow will attend Quarterly meeting, preaching services at Ellsworth and Dollardtown will
be omitted

A. X.

X.

7 00

P. X.

UNITARIAN.

p.

3 50
7 25

80

Portland. '11 00

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Friday eveuiug, at 7.30, teachers
meeting at home of Mrs. 8. D. Wfggin
Topic: ‘‘The Priestly Period of Jewist

at

M.

M. A. X.

M. A.
35

9.05 *5 57
p.

All welcome.

FREE

6

M.JP.

*3 25 8 20
4 00!......
4 25..
4 55 9 10
6 02| 9 17
6 05j 9 20
5 14| 9 SO
» 58
t»
5 31j 9 58
5 87 10 08
5 51! 10 17
6 01110 27
fB 11*
6 20 flO 42
6 43 11 02
6 50 11 09
*6 55 11 15

BANGOR TO BAR HABBOB.

—

Tuesday evening

m. p.

A.

10 21.
BAR HARBOR
Sorrento.
Sullivan. .I
Mt Do Wirt Ferry.
1! 15
Waukeag, S. Ky.! 11 22
Hancock. 11 20
Franklin Road. I 11 35
Wash’gton Jc .! 11 40'
11 53
ELLSWORTH
Ellbworth Falls. fll 58
Nlcolln. tl2 12!
Green Lake.... fl2 22
Lake House. .1
Holden.
fl2 88
Brewer June. 12 58
1 05
Bangor, Ex. St.
1 10
BANGOR, M. C.

Which

EocM, Blneil & Ellsworth Steamh’tCo.

Sunday.

OUT-OP-TOWN SERVICES.

East

Lamoine—Service Sunday

at £

Coar,

ol

Bayside—Preaching by Rev. J.
Simonton, of the Methodist church,

P,

p. m. Sermon by ltev. A. H.
Ellsworth Unitarian church.

2 30 p.

In Connection

day

Schedule

m.

at 7 30 p.

with

and

Boston

Bangor

Steamship Co.

at

Dollardtown—C. E. meeting Wednes-

Effect May 14 to June
GOING EASTWARD.

In

22,1901*

Ev»>ry Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday leave

Rockland upon arrival of steamer from Boston
(not before 5 am) for Dark Harbor, *Eggemoggin, Sargentvllle, North Deer Isle, Soagwick, Brooklyn, *South Bluehill, Bluehill, Surry
and Ellsworth.
Every Saturday for above stations, South
Brookavllle, and West Tremont.
GOING WESTWARD.
Every Monday, fWednesday and Friday
steamer will leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry),
at 7 30 a m, for Bluehill, South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick, North Deer Isle, Sargentvtlle,
•Herrick’s,Kggemoggln,Northeast Harbor, Dark
Harbor and Rockland, arriving to connect with
steamer City of Bangor for Boston.

m.

A large portion of the following births
marriages and deaths are printed for thi
first time in The American. They wil
appear next week, or the week after, ir
our contemporaries.
The American ii
the only paper printed in the county
which systematically collects the vita<
statistics of the county; the others sys
tematically steal them.

O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.

BORN.

Flag stations.
fNo connection

BUTLER—At Tremont, May 2i, to Mr and Mtt
Alfred II Butter, a daughter.
DOW—At Sedgwick, June 9, to Mr and Mrs
Neal Dow, a son.
GRAY—At Sedgwick, June 9, to Mr and Mri
Austin Gray, a daughter. [Beulah May.]
HEALEY—At Hancock, May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Robert Healey, a son.
LEIGHTON—At North Sullivan, June 3, to Mi
and Mrs Fred Leighton, a daughter.
MARTIN—At Minturn (Swan’s Island), June 6
to Mr and Mrs William Martin, a daughter.
PARTRIDGE—At Orland, May 26, to Mr aDd
Mrs J Fred Partridge, a son.
SARGENT—At Sedgwick, June 9, to Mr and
Mrs Fred J Sargent, a daughter.
[Katherine

at

Rockland

with

Boston

steamer.

BOSTON AND BANGOR

Steamship Company.
SPRING
Three

SCHEDULE.

Trips

a

Week.

Clapp. |

MARRIED.

Commencing Tuesday, April 9, li-OI, steamer
“Mt Desert”. Capt F I. VV'interliotham, leaves
Bar Mar our Tuesdays,Thursdays and Saturdays
at 1 0C p in, lor Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonington and Rockland,
and connects at Rockland vrltb steamer for
Boston.
RETURNING.

Cl.OSSON—COOPER— At Sedgwick, May 30
bv Rev ES Drew, Mi** Annie M Closson tc
Clinton C Cooper, both of Sedgwick.
FORD—A LEXA SDER—At Marlboro, June 5.
bv Itev.) M Adams, of Ellsworth, Miss Kthna
Ford, of Marlboro, to Ernest C Alexander, ol
lloulton.
GRAY—GRAY—At Castlne, June 4, by Rev
Norman LaMarsh, Miss Florence A Gray tc
Walter O Gray, both of Broobsville.

From

Friuays

Wednesdays and

Mondays,

Boston,
at 5

m

Front Rockland, via Stonington, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about
5 00 a m, or upou arrival of steamer from Bos-

I.F.MONT—RA I,PH
At
Southwest
Harbor
June 5, at the resilience of the bride’s parents,
I'rand Mrs It J Lemout, by Itev F W Brooks,
Miss Bertha L Lemont to Frederic II Ralph,
both of Tremont.
—

ton.

E. S. .7. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

SMALLIDGE—RALPH—At Mt Desert, June
5, by Rev J R Norwood, Miss Adelina J
Smallidge to Isaac E Ralph, both of Ml
Desert.

asfcrrttsttnnua.

DIED.
DAVIS—At Bucksport, June 4, John Davis,
aged 62 years, 10 months.
DORlt—At Orland, June 10, Mrs Harriet M
Dorr, aged 71 years, 2 months.
GROSS—At Bluehill, June 5, Sawyer F Gross,
aged 30 years, 11 mouths, 4 days.
HAYNES—At Ellsworth Falls, June 12, Mrs
Lucy A Haynes, aged 73 years.
West Franklin, Juno 5,
HARDISON —At
Martha, wife of Sabin Hardison, aged 7'
years, 9 months, 5 days.
RANDALL—At Southwest Harbor, June 11
Samuel W Randall, aged 53 years.
SYLVKSTElt-At Bluehill, June 7, Edmund
Sylvester, aged 80 years, 8 mouths, 7 days.
WOOD—At Surry, .June 7, Mrs Susan It Wood
aged 61 years, 6 months, 9 days.

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it falls to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. ‘26c.

MARINE LIST.

Skin

decaying bones.

Scrofula, let alone, is capable of all that

and
It
the

Take

“Just how it came about we never
knew, but we soon discovered that Beauty

regularly

«

Kaflrnsb* anb Steamboix*.

SStWicrtfannmtg.

“chief” and the

bright red ostrich tip in the sombrero

certain

A.

Mayor Win Couldn't Spell “1».»

During the several terms that Tim
Campbell served in congress he was al-

reared.

Ellsworth, Tlaine.

rot CC

|

e

and Saturday evenings.
*3fStyre open Monday, Wednesday

VAII

I
I
$

one who tg

“Beauty”

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
Manning Block,

f
§

When you start for Buffalo

§

f

On the

They wore two big. burly Indiana.
The long eagle feather in the hat of

offering

I

riages
am

body

>

Go-Carti j

show

no

a mon

Ar

attractive

give
can

lower

Lobsters and

Finnan Haddies.

;
:

0

Campbell & True Bid?., East End Bridge, 0
X
ELLSWORTH, ME.

GET THE

BE5T;

IT COSTS NO MOKE.

MERTZ,

Fourteen

1

can

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh,X
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, +

Repairing

variec

confident

a

Practical Tuner

for the Summer trade
and

«

§

FISH.

M. M.

and select line of Car
and

^

£

-j

and Go=Carts.
a

dealer In all kinds of

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

♦
a

Baby Carriages
am

EDWIN M. MOORE,

4

I

iUjfctrtiseintnta,

I

J

J

Srg^110©*©

specialty.
years’ factory experience.
a

Out of town orders solicited.

Drop a postal
T. Crippen’s

or

leave orders at J.

music

store,

Ells-

worth, Me.

GIRLS and BOYS
Can MAKE MONEY

display o
prices thai 1 Teas and Coffees.
BY SELLING

be had at
■

C. R. FOSTER’S *
Telephone Connection.

32 Main Streel

*

Send for circular.

SCOTT & CO.,
24 State St.,

BANGOR, ME.

'Zrtjbrrtisnnrnts.

The American has subscribers at 10b

of the lit) post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. THE AMER-

COUNT

cook in

a

three-

restaurant.

The Misses Sweet, of Boston,
guests of &1 iss Adelaide Pearson.

the

are

Albert Leach and wife have gone to Lake
a week’s vacation.

Alamuosook for

There

dance in Kane’s hall Thurs-

was a

day night. Music by Atherton’s orchestra.
sermon was preached
Congregational church Sunday by

The baccalaureate
in the

Rev. E. Bean.
The baseball game between the Bluehill
grammar school and Surry was postponed
until next Saturday.
Miss Nellie Douglass, who has been at-

tending school at Castine, graduated
Tuesday, and is at home.

last

M.

Kane, who has been
teaching school in Madison, Ind., is exMiss Lillian

home this week.

pected

Andrews, of South Bluehill, was
driving from his home recently, his horse
became frightened at an automobile. The
As Mr.

iiuortiipnpH

ti'airnn

anfl

tvvn n'hppU

broken.

were

The

instructor of

patriotic

assistant

James A. Garfield corps requests that all
members, as far as possible, will display

flag at their homes on Flag day, June
14. It is also recommended that there be
a general display of the national colors on
that day by the citizens, and that the
teachers in the schools explain to their
pupils the meaning of the day.
Bruz.
June 10.
the

JgaHt

Blueliiu.

Harry M. R. Cousins returned from Bar

Saturday.
Roscoe DeLong has gone
visit hib brother Aubry.
Harbor last

Mrs.

Sarah

H.

Wednesday from a
Fred J. Candage
Stonington, where

to

Young
visit to Lynn, Mass.
left

this morning for

he will be

employed

as

quarry man.

Ed. J.

Quarry
of his

Carter

last week

came
on

home from

Hall

account of the illness

youngest child.

Long & Grindle expect their gasoline
some time in July.
The boat will
be used chiefly for excursions.

launch

Margaret Ashworth, who has been
studying vocal and instrumental music at
Miss

u'oiit

Vinmo

Tho Hairn ia vianrl

the stODes in the sheds.
cutters

had

When

The

of the

finished

his stone, he was
jack. He politely
evident that the cutters

asked to turn it with

a

of ten

children,

make

a

for

fine

Susan

B.,

size

and color and

would

yoke of steers.

Capt. Charles B. Wood,
great sufferer for a year

wife of

who has been

a

fMrs. V.

Warren and son Donald,
Haley and Lancaster, of
itonington, and Mrs. L. May Robbins,
with her son and daughter, were the
quests of Mrs. R. S. Warren Saturday.
with

past from cancer, died Friday morning,
aged sixty-one years and six months.
The deceased was a kind wife and loving
mother in the
er

home, and

au

earnest work-

It

was

Mary Brown,

Mrs.

Lord,,
Harry

of

a

Ellsworth,

member.

a

Wednesday,

She

and

call

gradu-

An automobile

many other relatives. Funeral services at
the home Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. D.

oad,

on

its

way
afterunusual vehicle on the
it attracted considerable attention,

and

o

loon.

passed here

from

Stonington Tuesday

Being

an

ispecially
nore or

among the horses, several being
less frightened at the seeming

nouster.

U. S. district court.

Snrrj.
Frank

home of Nellie

Mrs.

Jordan

Sunday.
J. D. McGraw is suffering with
came

a

throat trouble.
Pension of Frederick W. Witham has
increased to fS.

been

Mrs. P. S. Collins has opened

an

ice-

sale at the

Baptist parsonage.
Rev. P. S. Collins purchased a fine Jersey cow with a pair of twin calves last
week. The calves are little beauties, well
cream

Danger,

disease and death follow
neglect
of the bowels. U6e DeWitt’s Little Early
Risers to regulate them and you will add
years to your life and life to your years.
jEasy to take, never gripe. WiOGUf &
Moore.

school.

The

advent of

baby daughter in the
Clapp Sargent, on Sunday
9, was hailed with great
a

evening, June
joy by the parents and friends.
Mrs. M. K. Browning, formerly Miss
^regg» who visited this place several years
ago as a singing evangelist, is renewing
her acquaintance with her former friends.
June 10.

Woodbuby.
—-T—

East

Dedham.

s

South

H. Hefflon, formerly pastor of
Congregational church, was in town
last week to attend the literary circle
He left Thursday for Portland,
sociable.

suddenly. Only safe plan is to have Dr.
fowler’s Extract of Wild
Strawberry always
>n hand.—Advt.

□

LaiuoiHH.

Hagen

is

visiting

her

sister

Orono.

1

net

fi

Bragdon went to Orono
short visit, after which
will return to Franklin and visit

be

Saturday

for

a

1 elatives.

Y. Springer visited her cousin,
She is
Austin, last week.
1 ow visiting at Franklin, after which she
nil return to Bangor.
June 10.
Y.
Mrs. S.

* Irs.

Aobie

Koad.

ranklin

Mrs. Crossman is ill.
I

r

Mrs. Stella Shaw visited friends in
iaugor and Hampdfen last week, J
Miss Julia Laffin, of Boston, is with her
She is in poor
lother for the summer.

1 ealth.

v

A little life may be sacrificed to an hour’s deCholera Infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea

church at

able to

agent for the American

on

office

iu

the tele-

Main street.

J. T. Moore has moved in his summer
house he built last fall, having let his
cottage to parties from Philadelphia.
Prof. F. G.

Peabody,

of

Cambridge,

has

bought part of the Curtis lot, and will
build a tine cottage this summer.
There

Sunday school concert at
Union church Sunday evening. It
largely attended, and a perfect suc-

the

j

whs
cess.

Mr.

Burnham, who has a cottage on
Isle, bus bought a steam yacht
and 1h having it painted here by E. A.
Lawler.
The “Frank Jones” was about two hours
She landed
Saturday landing freight.

pine flooring

for

thing.

One of the

stores

in

brick

block

occupied by George Crawford &
plumbers, the other by L. Elrie
who

has a

small store in

the Bee

block.

June 10.

J. A. P.

South IViinbacot.
Mrs. Florence Ward

ment.

Tommie Grindle is
in

who

Bracy

Gilley

L.

and

Mrs.
the

from

delegates

were

Congregational church here to attend
the organization council at Seal Harbor

Thursday

j

of last week,

present owner of the Island house,
Wentworth, a real estate agent of
Boston, was at the Claremont a day or
The

I Mr.

j

|!

lu.l tvunlr

^ ion

fnp

lin

nn p-

can

be

working

in

/
Flora Bowden is employed
in C. H. Harrlman & Co.’s store,

Ralph,

Mrs.

Springer,

bor, where the other ceremony

was per2 p. m. of the same day, June
Postmaster Ralph acted as btst man

5.

at

i at the latter

wedding.
Sunday afternoon Bernard iod(:e, K.
of P., held very interesting memorial services at its lodge room in Odd Fellows
On

Grand

Chancellor

Tower conducted

dignified manner.
11. Gilley marsnailed

and
J.

William

meeting

tne

in

an

of

the

y

Miss Vesta Bowden is home from Medway, Mass., where she has been the past
winter.

^
Fred Roberts and Eugene Guilford have
to
the
Banks
with Capt. John F.
gone
Peterson, of this j lace.
the illness of Rev. E. K.

Drew there have been

no

services at the

and

nf

nnr

relatives,

hereby
Resolve, That lu his death, our lodge and the
community feel keenly the loss of such a
man; that we extend to hi* family our sincere

wo

whole

copy of this Instrument be
the records of the lodge, and
transmitted
to bi* family.
copy be
F. W. Drooks,
gko. It. Fuller,
W. L. GILLKT,
Committee on resolutions.

condolence;

preserved
that

a

that a

union/

I

From Death.

wo

“Our little daughter had an almost fatal
stack of
whooping' cougu and bronchitis,” writes Mrs W. K Haviland, of
Armonk. N Y “but, when all other
remedies failed, we saved tier life with Dr.
King’s New Discovery Our niece, who
had consumption in an advanced stage,

also usi d this wonderful medicine and
to day she is perfectly we 1.” lh^perato
throat and lung diseases yield to Dr.
King’s New I) scovery •»* to no other medicine on earth
Infallible for coughs and
colds. 50c. and fl 00 bottles guaranteed
by WiooiN A Moore Trial bottles free.

J.

'Abbot isontnts.

Master-at-Arn.s

order.

The

memorial

been

clerk

py iin aaliul

brother and hi* surviving

abie

a large force of
knights into the triangle, and the remaining space was completely tilled Ly

friends

our

visited

Isaac And Fred, one nuptial knot being
; tied here At 11 a. in., giving the relatives
i time to cross the water to Northeast Harformed

further

nml >k

lngs for

Bluehill, accompanlei

of

by her daughter,

life
as

,lana

opened to the public.

her son, .j. C. Ralph,
here last week to
attend the weddings of her two sons

j

j

pose of looking over the buildings to see
what repairs are needed before the hotel
Mrs.

j

nmninir Horn

by \he Rev. J. P. Simontou, of
Ellsworth, clearly analyzed the principles
of the Pythian knightnood, and w is t»n
Frank eloquent and forceful plea for rignteous

has

Castine.

Miss

On account of

William

Deacon
Amos

sermon

well,

ill, is able to be out.

Hooper’s market

serious iiluess.

block.
the

will be

Co.,
Holmes,

a

Saturday last, Mrs. Agnes Delaney
accompanied her father, Cyrus Lurvey,
who has been aeriously ill for several
weeks, to Bar Harbor for hospital treat-

Sutton

one

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
tVTier'ns, The hand of Divine Providence
has removed Irom our number Brother Hubert
B. Dlx, a member of our lodge; and whereas
Brother Dlx wns a man of good report, honest
anil upright In ids transactions with mankind,
a good neighbor, a good husband and father to
his family, an esteemed meinoer of the lodge,
and beloved by all; we therefore, members of
Treniont lodge, No. 77, of K. and A. 41., In a
regular staled meeting held at our hall In South,
west Harbor 4fay .10, Mini, wish to say, that In
honor of our brother, and in keeping with a
time-honored custom, we have cau-cd our altar
and charter to he draped In mourning for thirty

On

was a

about 10 000 feet of hard

marks by Rev. C. N. Davie, of Cranberry
exercises, ice-cream
After the
Isles.
The circle has
and cake were served.
fall.
next
adjourned until

_

on

tin

a

Handy, of Prospect Harbor,
is spending a few weeks with her granddaughter, Mrs Harry Lawton, recovering
from

ss

Rev. Mr. Brooks of the Methodist church,
a paper by Rev. G. H. Heffion, formerly
pastor of the Congregational church, ou
“The Comfort of Books”, snd brief re-

mile to the

a

"Blytbdaie

Abbess”, In Scott’s novel of that
Mrs. Roble
Norwood, jr., as
name;
Mid“Jeanie Deane”, In “Heart of
lothian”; Mrs. Phllena Clark as “Mrs.
Jo", In “Great Expectations”. There
were
readings by .Miss Freeman, Mrs.
Cousins and Miss Friend, an address by

Mrs. M. A.

Main street.

has

he crawled down the road

stand,

in

Richardson

"The

Methodist parsonage, the nearest house, where help was
As
found, and he was carried home.
everybody likes Frank, he has everybody’s sympathy. He will soon be up
and about again.
H.
June 6.

& Stanley have opened
their fish market in Freeman’s block on
Grant

preach in the Congregational
Dublin, N. H., Sunday.

quarter of

McEachcarn

express. He
phone block

Clark aa “Zenobla”,
Romance”; Mrs. Arthur
Ida

Frank W. Gilley was badly hurt last
Friday afternoon. While working in the
engine room of the water works, he got
caught in the moving machinery. One
rib was broken and a finger crushed before he could release himself. Then, un-

built quite an annex
He has some fine turnouts.

is

will

and

O. M. Ober has the lumber for a new
piazza, and has new blinds for bis
cottage.
Dr. Theodore Dunham and family are
occupying Howard Frazier’s cottage at
Harborside.

G. H.

Gouldsboro this summer.

the

opened next week.

stable.

v,-

Rev. G.

Leighton, Davenport & Co. areenlargtug their plumbing shop on Main street.

Gray’s mill

Miss Gertrude

June !0.

Hatch has been appointed postmaster here.

ay.

to his

to

Miss Maud

E. A.

:ome

number

page*.

other

Capt. Jake Mayo, jr., is going to sail his
sloop for tho sardine canning factory at

Corson has

*

iortli

Mrs. Hannah Allen has gone to New
Hampshire to visit her daughter, also a
sister in Amesbury, Mass.

Joseph

Jhe will

Mrs.

the normal

a

Ego.

speud the season here.
Invitations have been received in town
■o the graduating
exercises of Ricker
nashicri institute.
Miss Ulive Coolidge
s a member of the graduating
class, and
mjoys ttie honor of being one of those
lelected to deliver an essay.

The steamer “Castine” will make daily
from Belfast to Brooklin this summer, beginning Tuesday, June 11

Carl Denise and son, of Jersey Heights,
guests at Fred Peters’. Mr. Denise returns home to-day, leaving his son for a
few weeks with his uncle.
June 10.
C.

are

Albany,

»w

character, that each

member

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

If you haven’t a regular, healthy movement of the
bowels every day, you're 111 or will be. Keep your
bowels open, and bo well. Force, in the shape of vio*
lent physio «r pill poison, 1* dangerous. The smooth*
est, easiest, most perfect way ol keeping ike bowels
clear and clean is to take

exemplify the lender bond of
friendship, the gentle inauile of charity,
and the timely spirit of benevolence,
might

Methodist

l'ne

choir

fine selections.
Bernard have

Two

passed

rendered

several

knights of Castle

on

during

the year.

LEMONT-RALPH
A very pretty wedding look
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
at 11 a. in. Wednesday, June

place at
Lament

5, when
their only daughter, Bertha Louise, was
married to Frederick Hamilton Ralph,
formerly of Bluehill. All the rooms were

EAT ’EM LIKE CANDY
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good, Do Good,
Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. 10, £!■. and M cents
per box. Write for free sample, and booklet on
health. Address
433
B1KUL1NG REMEDY COMPANY, ( UK AGO or NEW YORK.

KEEP YOUR BLOOD CLEAN

■

trips

Holt, of Concord, N. H., is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Ira Page.
Phebe May Durgain has returned home
from Castine, where she graduated from

of

IMH

Baptist church the last two Sundays.
Capt. Ernest Perkins, who has been to
Laniunm.
the west coast of Africa in schooner “Harry
beautifully decorated with potted plants,
Capt. Charles Hodgkins arrived home Knowlton”, is home for a short time.
evergreen and flowers, the parlor especFriday for the summer.
Ellery R. Bowden, of Winterport, was
ially being a bower of floral beauty.
Miss Abbie Ccolidge will go to South in town a few days recently
stopping with
About twenty gue-ts were present,
Jouldsboro to-day to visit relatives.
his mother, Mrs. Clara L. Bowden.
including the hume circle of relatives, the
Mrs. Sophia Johnson, of East Boston, is
Last Thursday morning William Bridges, brother of the bride, Arthur
Lemont, and
with her sister, Mrs. Dyer
Hodgkins. Rob M. Thompson and R. L. Perkins went bis wife, from Massacuusetts, relatives of
June 7.

North SeditwicU.

Bessie Williams has returned home
from Rockland, where she has been spending the winter with her uncle, Dr.
Williams.

will be

more

here
from

ition exercises of the normal school.
A
\iece of Mr. Goss was one of the gruduatng class.

daughter—

Mias Florence Wood—besides

and

short

home
way
where she attended the

Jastine,

an aged mother,
brother, Capt Samuel

a son

a

her

on

—

Miss

Bishop Doane and family,
Y., came Saturday.
Ten cottages open, and quite

R.

i.'i jc.

attend the

S<MltllW*>*t IlHI

N.

Misses

Mrs. V. Goss made

in the Methodist church of which she

has been for many years
leaves besides a husband,

telephone

Capt. Enos Wasgatt, wife and grandson
were backing the quarrymen. and that it
Harold, of E-*st Boston, are at their cotwould be difficult to continue the cutting tage at Flye’s Point for the season.
in the shed while the strike continued.
Mrs. Hattie Watson and grandchildren,
Children’s Day was very pleasantly
In the afternoon the superintendent tel- who have been
spending the winter in ibserved here Sunday. In the morning
ephoned to the men that he would agree Boston, are in town for the summer.
be pastor preached an appropriate serto the rise and requested them to come to
rc.nau'i.
um.
1.1 the evening a children’s concert
work Tuesday morning, which they did
vas held.
Special music was furnished by
with renewed energy. The price agreed
Is!**.
he choir.
Singing by four little ^irls,
upon is 19 cents per hour for a day of nine
Mrs. Edwin L. Iiask.ll arrived home
he Misses McFarland, Emma Huauehours.
from Boston 1 uesday.
vell and Helen Eaton, and a solo by Miss
J une 10.
G.
I Mrs. Charles
Pressey arrived home from Gordie King, won much praise.
June 10.
Massachusetts
II.
Saturday.
>
Prospect, Harbor.
Miss Geneva Sawyer returned from Bos- j .Mrs. Rose Prescott, of Bath, is the guest
Jr*mt Pontfof Judge and Mrs. E. P. Spofford.
ton last week for the summer.
John Williams has been ill for several
^
Miss Evelyn Haskell, Miss Susie Pickerlays.
Miss May Shepherd and her niece, Miss
Frank Clarry and wife, of Holden, are
Dorothy Shepherd, of Castine, are guests ^ ing and Miss Je3sie Johnson arrived home
from Castine Wednesday.
at Capt. Deasy’s.
;uests of Frank Mace and wife.
Miss Ada and Master Donald Handy left
Principal John F. Moody, jr., of ihe
Among those in town tbi9 week were J.
this morning for Marblehead, Mass where high school, has been elected principal of
) Whitney and C. R. Foster,
of EIlsthe Exeter, N. H., grammar school.
their father is in business.
rorth, and A. K. Haslam, of Waltham.
Mrs. Jasper W. Haskell went to BucksNathan Cole returned home Saturday
Mr. and Mrs Garland were surprised by
from Grand Menan, where he has been port Monday to attend the graduation at * large company of their friends on Tuesthe seminary.
Her daughter Alice is a
< lay evening.
The affair was much enengaged in lobster packing.
j Dyed by all.
Ernest Rice, town clerk, has returned student there.
June 10.
June 9.
Flossie.
S.
from Bangor where he was summoned to
refused.

epe additional County Xeum

four

company has had men at
work this week straightening the lines
ind repairing posts all along the route,

frn fn.n

one

family

a

Wardwell, of Berlin, N.
mBB&iamarjtr
H.; Ferdinand Wardwell, formerly of
Mrs. Rose Parker.
Ellsworth, now of Gardiner; J. S. WardMrs. Rose Parker, President William well, of Boston, and Henry S. Wardwell,
Downs Woman’s Relief Corps No. 43, with whom she lived.
Mrs. Wardwell was a woman of beautialso chaplain Northwestern Legion of
Honor, writes from 2419 Central avenue, ful character, of a retiring disposition,
but with a host of friends.
She was
Minneapolis, Minn., as follows:
•‘For several years 1 suffered with a remarkably well preaerved for one of her
severe backache, and constant drag- years, and continued to have a lively
ging pains. Some doctors gave It one interest in the affairs of the day until her
last Illness.
She was ill but ten days,
name and some another, but none gave
death resulting from old age. She was a
relief. Several of my friends urged
member of the Congregational church of
me to try Peruna, so 1 was finally
Biuehiil.
persuaded to try it and the first bottle
Funeral services were held at the house
brought blessed relief. I have used it Tuesday afternoon, Rev. E. Bean, of Blueoff aud on for three years. It keeps me hill,
officiating. Interment was at Seain excellent health.”
side cemetery, Biuehiil.
Dr. Rachel A. Magaw, 67 W. Jefferson
Rev. E. Beau preached here Sunday at
street, Springfield, O., says: “Your Peruna is worth its weight in gold.
I feel 3 p. m. He will hold services here during
like a new woman.”
the summer.
The coming of what is known as tho
Edwin A. Loach, wife
and
family
“new woman” in our country is not attended t he mm
at
as
if
6he
were
a
greeted by everyone
Castiue normal school.
Their daughter
great blessing. But there is another Miss Addie was a member of the
graduatnew woman whom everybody is glad to
ing class. Others from here who went
see.
Every day some invalid woman is to Castine to be present at the commenceexclaiming, “I have been made a new ment exercises were Nahum P. Leach
woman by Dr. Hartman’s home treatand Miss Emma VV. Hinckley, William E
ment.” It is only necessary to send
and Miss Alice M. Wescott.
name, address, symptoms, duration of
June 10.
W.
sickness and treatmentalroady received
to Dr. Hartman,Columbus, O.,and direc- S mill liner lute.
Mrs. V. V. Greenlaw’ and
tions for one month’s treatment will bo
doughter
promptly forwarded. The medicines Vivian spent Sunday in Rockland.
can be obtained at tho nearest
Presiding Elder Day is expected here
drug
store.
June 13, to bold the quarterly meeting.
“Health and Beauty” sent free to any
George Robbins made a short visit home
address bv The Peruna Medicine Co.. this
week, leaving again Thursday to join
Columbus, Ohio.
his vessel.

Bucksport, returned home last Friday.
McGraw, assisted by Rev. P. S. Collins,
Cyrus A. Cook, who has been ill for a
officiating.
is
His
gradually failing.
long time,
June 10.
G.
brother Wallace, of Ellsworth, came to
visit him last Saturday.
Brooklm.
V
There was a diversion at the Chase
Major Powell and family, of Washinggranite quarry last Monday morning. ton, D. C have arrived.
The quarry men decided that their wages
Mrs. J. L. Wells is having extensive rewere not commensurate with their work.
pairs made upon her house.
A committee was sent to the superintenMr. Bock, of Cambridge, Mass preached
dent asking for an increase of one cent per ! in the
Bap’ist church Sunday morning.
hour.
The superintendent refused to
F A Stewart h »s moved his family from
comply with their request. The quarry- j Sun hine where
they have been spending
men, including the dago men, quit work
the winter.
onri

Of

few years, giving quotations from that
character, the rest guessing the character
esrepresented. The following were
as
pecially good: Mrs. Will Holmes,
“Madam Deforge”, in Dickens’ “Tale of
Two CltierMrs. E. L. Higgins snd Mrs.
Allen Lawler as"Hepxlbah”, in “House of
Young, as “The
Seven Gables”; Fred
Vicar of Wakefield”, and Mrs. O. W.
Cousins bh “Olivia” In same book; Mrs.
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E.
and

SortIlHt-lMtr.

death.

matched

last

re-

survive—X. F.

Portland to

returned

J.

Mrs.

Mrs. Wardwell was educated in the
V A very pretty wedding took place at
public schools of biuehiil, and graduated high noon
Thursday when Miss Adelina
from 'Biuehiil academy at the age of
Joy, daughter of Stephen J. Smallidge,
seventeen.
For five years she taught
and Isaac C. Ralph were married by Rev.
school in KeDnebec county, her
first
Joseph R. Norwood, in the presence of
school being in what is now the city of
relatives and friends. After the ceremony
Augusta.
a reception was tendered to the
young
At the age of twenty-three she married
couple. Both bride and groom are well
William Reidhead Wardwell, of Penobknown, and their many friends extend
scot, and moved to North Biuehiil to congratulations for a
and
prosperous
tne hou-e in which she lived until her
happy life.

Miss Carrol Hooper is ill.

George Clough and Miss Annie Clough
Saturday.
S. G. Hinckley has gone to Bangor to

briefly

was

in

five.

Bluehill

arrived

years

Wisconsin;

Will, Mrs. J. C. Irish, Lowell, Mass.; Mrs.
George H. Grant, Ellsworth; Mrs. S. B.
Richards and two daughters, Andover,
Mass ; Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Vose and family,
Providence, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Slocum and family, Newtonville, Mass.;
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Bowen ami family,
Newton Centre, Mass.; Mrs. 8. K. Whiting, Newton Centre.

The American last week, was
the daughter of Samuel and Phoebe Stetson, one of the early families in Biuehiil.
She was the last survivor of a family of

other pages

a

ninety-foiy

ported
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Augustus Osgood is very 111.
The White Granite Co. has
months’ job.

Utter pap**

death

age of

of

Drinkwater and two sons, Arthur

Mrs. Lucy Stetson Wardwell, whose
on Sunday, June 2, at the advanced

is
not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can properly bt called a County pcptr; all the
rest art merely local papers. The circulation o/ The AMERICAN, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer listy is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

sat

.<v»

University

North ISlueltill.

ICAN

fbr additional County News

idditional County Nciph

r*

THE NEW WOMAN.

~WS.

x

lancock

G.

Point.

The prospect for the coming season at
3e Tarratine is better than ever before,
^ few who will be guests this season are:
f res. and Mrs. Hyde and son, of Bowd Din; Mrs. L. A. Mayo and Mrs. Terrin, of
A listen, Mass.; Prof, and Mrs. Slaughter,

^

Castine with
for

a raft of lumber from J. S.
Will Hooper.

Everett Suow was called by telephone to
Sedgwick last Thursday evening, his
father, James W. Snow, having dislocated
his shoulder by a fall. At last accounts

the groom, the
was a

choir, of which the bride
member, and a few neighbors. A

beautiful arch of

evergreen and apple
with lace, formed an
altar nook where the officiating minister,

blossoms, draped

Kotiol

Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

you

eat.

It artificially digests the food and aldt
Mr. Snow wa< gettiug along very nicely.
The
white Nature in strengthening and reconbride,
lovely in a
June 10.
lansdown gown, with veil and carrying a
Climax.
structing the exhausted digestive orIt is the latestdiscovereddigestbouquet of bride roses, entered ou the arm gans.
Biinktvorr.
ant and tonic. No other preparation
A committee of the seminary trustees of her father. She was attended by Miss can
approach it in efficiency. It inKatherine Freeman as bridesmaid. Mr.
hHH hftpn nnnninfpri tn Innk nn orniinHu
stantly relievesand permanently cures
followed with bis friend Ralph
for an athletic field for
the
school. I Ralph
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
as groomsman.
The Lohengrin Flatulence, Sour
Among the pieces under consideration is Gordon,
Stomach, Nausea,
march
was
tne laige level tract owned by Hon. P. P. wedding
played by Mrs. Sick Headache, Gast ralina Crampsand
j
Giimore, between his residence and Arthur Lernont.
aliother results of imperfect digestion.
Broadway. This field is large enough for
PrlceSOc. and *1. Law sire contains * H time*
Alter me impressive service, a delicious
a t>Nse hail
diamond, foot bail field and
small sue. Book all about dyspepsia n oiedfree
collation was served, aud amid tender
teuuis courts.
Prepared by E. C. Cel r r
CO., Chicago.
congratulations the newly-wedded pair
George E. Pillsbury, formerly of Bucks- left
by carriage to take the train for a
port, died

Monday, June 3, at the resiJ. Marr, at Indian Pond,

dence of Michael
Somerset

Mr.
county.
Pillsbury was
l»'rn here in 1843, and resided here until
1861, when he moved to Massachusetts,

he lived until five years ago. Since
that time he ha6 been with Mr. Marr,
assisting him in his large business enterpiise. The deceased was the son of the
late George M. Pillsbury, a
prominent
citizen of tbe town’s earlier days.
vuere

Rev. F. W. Brook’ ssiood.

two weeks’

bridal

luily

even

trip,

their route uot

themselves.
wedding presents were numerous
and very beautiful.
Showers of good
wishes for a happy life voyage are corextended
dially
by hosts of friends who
know the sterling worth of the young
embarked
on the
people just
matrimonial
known

to

The

sea.

June 10.

Spray.

_

Marlburo.

Ethna Ford, of Marlboro, apd Ernest C. Alexander, of lloulton, were married Wednesday forenoon, Jane 5, at the
horaeoPthe bride’s mother, Mrs. Clara
Ford, in the presence.of friends and relatives. The ceremony was performed by
Rev. J. M. Adams, of the Congregational
Miss

church of Ellsworth.
Mr.
and Mrs.
Alexander left immediately for Boston,
where they will stop a few days, and then
go ou to the Pan-American exposition at

Buffalo.

Are.

Sti&ertisnnentg.

nzwsri
■

V
B
■

I*
M
W

where it is hot all the year round

Tf

Scott’s Emulsions
sells better than any where else »;
in the world. So don’t stop taking ■
it in summer, or you will lose V
what you have gained.
B
Send for a ?ree sample.

M
SCOTT & BOWSE, Chemists,
New York. M
409-415 Pearl Street,
H
50c. and $1.00; all druggists.

n

local

bmmI

ut

CATARRH.

anrauuKT^Ir/il
||^/
It U

quickly absorbed

Opens and

cleanses

flie Nasal Passages.
Allays inflammation. IJAU
Heals ami

protects the
f §* £, V b K
*'«» »' Tu.ie and
Capt. Joseph Norwood is home getting *ml“!!'rvT>|l‘",0rC,v,,e
,lrQtf lingular
Si*i 50cent**,.^i*ry'..No!nJur,ou,i
FamPy Size. fti.no «t urinr iriata or
acquainted with his family after mouths ?‘*e*
by mall. ELY
at

BHOTtURj!* Warren St., N

sea.

Arthur Freeman and

wife will

move

middle of this month.
Mr. Freeman will work at his trade there.
A. E. Farnsworth has built
ou

land

below the

Y.

For Women.

to

Bar Harbor the

houses

June 10.

B

The “Golden Rod” will go on the route
between here and Bar Harbor on June 29.

Nothing l.ut

r

three small

canning fac-

tory, where his help from out of town
may stop temporarily.
Rev. David Wallace, of Lunenburg,
Mass., arrived Thursday, and will stay
for two weeks as pastor of the Congregational churches here and at Bass Harbor.
Some of the hotels here have guests
already, there beiDg four at the Claremont house, among whom is H. L. Bradbury, of New York, whose arrival is
always a sign that summer has come.
Two guests are registered at the Freeman
cottage.
y
There was a sociable by the literary
circle last Tuesday evening in Odd Fellows hall, banquet room.
About thirtyfive were present.
The members of the
clnb dressed to imitate some character in
books studied and read during the past

rlZT'X

lo^rbi1/8'ti,h°ut'“'"S

wor£°
Z^t7,miSlt
gnam?i<eee'd?5eiemi?StcoD'plet'sati*factioa

interferencewUh
™'f auecesafully treated th rough

~errKarS'

correa

tnuhfunv

safe under
evemwMiMe^TrtTr'* al,8"lutH'
and
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feave no?f,er in “51
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positively

Xwmont St., Boatou, Maas.

LADIES Recommand
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BU. BING’S
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Grown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
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cue

U|
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°J&'V»r™>«lc value

KINfi MEDICINE
00., Boi 1930, BUSTON, MASS,

THE

Fool)

third section of the exhibit of
WE EAT. 1 theTheChemistry
Division will be illus-

trative of the physical and
chemical
EXCELLENT DYES EXTRACTED constitution of the materials used In
the construction of roads. The
FROM FOOD PRODUCTS.
importance of good roads to the
progress of
is
agriculture
WILL
SAM
SHOW
UNCLE
SPECIMENS OP
universally admitted,and
the Secretary of Agriculture liaa
WHITE SILK DYED WITH
lately
established in the Division of AeiuisTHESE EXTRACTS.
try a Itoad Material Laboratory.
The object of this work is td deterA few years ago the adulteration of mine
by careful chemical and physical
food became so general as to cause tests the
composition of the materials
wide alarm, and a crusade was Insti- host suited to the manufacture of
good
tuted against the practice which Im- roads. The exhibit will consist of the
road
materials en bloc, together with
periled the health of the uatton. Legthe results of artiflclal attrition. The
islatures were apprised of the dangers,
Buc dust obtained by tills process Is
and stringent laws for the suppression
molded into cubes under great pressure
of* food adulteration were passed.
ind then subjected to the blows of a
Great good was accomplished, but the i imall
hammer until disintegrated. The
evil has not yet been entirely wiped
:ubes of these materials will be exhibout, and the agitation must continue.
ted, together with the fragments obThere must be a wider spread of
ained by' their disaggregation under
I
knowledge regarding the food we cat dows of a given magnitude. The chembefore the beginning of the end of the I cal composition of these materials Is
practice of adulteration comes In sight. ! ilso carefully studied and will be
The importance of the exhibit to be 1 hown In appropriate tables.
made In the Division of Chemistry of
From all these experiments the cothe Department of Agriculture of the t fficient of wear is calculated, thus
United States Government at the Panhowing the utility of the material in

Ol K

question for the construction of

AMPLK

Buffalo will be able to accommodate
all the visitors to the Pan-American
Exposition next summer. The city has
a large number of permanent hotels
with accommodations for a great number of guests, besides hundreds of
boarding and lodging houses. In addition, a number of large apartment
houses have been converted into hotels,
and several caravansaries with accommodations for from l.OtK) to 5,000 persons have been erected near the Exposition grounds. Many of these are of a
Outside of
new flreproof construction.
all these provisions for the housing of
visitors, there will be thrown open
more than 3,000 private dwelling houses
with an average accommodation for 10
persons each.
The city of Buffalo will be able to
care for at least 150,000 persons, while
the suburbs will provide for 50,000
The rates will be reasonable.
more.
Government Life Saving Station.

The United States Government has
one of Its exhibits at the Pan-American Exposition a Life Saving Station,
with lifeboats and their appurtenances
and a eaptalu and crew of ten men, the
object being to show the methods employed in the saving of life along the

as

projected.

The exhibit will consist of samples of
products from the various factories of
the United States, showing all products
from the perfect beet to relined sugar.
An illustration will also be given of
the byproducts used for cattle food nud

coasts.

The Life Saving Station is situated
on the north shore of the Park Lake,
near the southern entrance to the Exposition gtouuds. It is in the form of
an L, the main part being 09 feet 0
inches by 29 feet, and the wing, which
faces the water, being 34 by 14 feet.
The structure is two stories high and
Is surmounted by a tower 12 feet
square aud rising to a height of GO feet
above the water. The style of architecture is the Spanish renaissance, the
walls being covered with staff and

the various forms In which the refuse
of the beet factories Is employed for
that purpose.
In conjunction with this exhibit will
be a complete representation of all the
apparatus employed for the analysis
of beets for determining their richness
In sugar and for the control of the factory operations.
This exhibit will be to a certain extent retrospective, showing the different forms of apparatus which have
been employed from time to time. It

lat•will also contain, however, all the
laboraest Improvements In forms of
for the
tory apparatus and appliances
study of the sugar beet
Statistics In a convenient tabular
form will also be shown representing
its
the possibilities of the industry and
of all
present magnitude. Photographs will
the leading beet sugar factories
be exhibited illustrating the methods
and
of construction, field operations
factory progress.
40 Deet
There are at the present time
United States,
sugar factories In the
an
representing $15,000,000 of capital,
is about
tne output of sugar annually
100,000 tons, worth $10,000,000.

highly colored.

,

Honduras

Building.

The Honduras building at the PanAmerican Exposition is located in the
western part of the Court of State and
Foreign Buildings. It faces the apDelproach and overlooks a portion of
aware

Park and the Lake. The build-

ing is designed with

an

octagonal

ro-

tunda surrounded with wide porches on
three sides and with pavilions on four
occusides, the remaining side being
rooms.
pied by the kitchen and toilet
The central rotunda and two of the pathe
vilions are intended for exhibits of
a cafe
country’s products. There are
in the
and offices for the commissioners
other two pavilions.

_

\/
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We linger in the shadows
Where all is pensive pain;
We yearn for hope’s far rainbow prize*
And feel the yearning vain,
And, oh, the sin and blindness,
The folly of our way;
We miss the glory of the sun
That lives but in today I
—Ripley D. Saunders in St. Louis Republic.

I DEARJLD
§!

BOY.

How a Persecuted Girl
Took His Advice.

%

"You are particular tonight,” said Sec“Your tie’s all
ond Lieutenant Dill.
right, and what does it matter, anyway?
It’s only a little hop, and you don’t
dance.”
Major Sayres, retired, rather bald, his
mustache iron gray, grinned grimly at
Dill’s reflection in the looking glass.
Then he glanced downward at a waistband of comfortable dimensions and a
pair of neatly shod feet. Finally he
pirouetted with great agility and kicked
high at the electric light. The lieutenant
laughed loudly and clapped his hands.
“Bravo!” cried he, with boyish impertinence. “Rather good for a has been.”
The toe of the major’s right shoo wiggled gently, as though it were tempted.
The major said simply:
“Which would you rather be called,
Dill, by Miss Bain—uncle or brother?”
“That’s not fair, major,” he said.
“When I asked your counsel, I did not
think you would taunt me.”
“Pshaw, my lad,” said the major paternally. “You once told me yourself that I
was old enough to take the place of your
father. Accept the jest filially then. I
don’t believe Miss Bain really cares for
V-it

x

auauiui.

“Of course she doesn’t!” cried Dill.
“But—the title, and—she’s ridiculously
obedient to her mother. As for loving
him, why, honestly, major, I think she
loves even you better.”
“See if the carriage is ready,” said the
major, slipping on a light greatcoat.
“I’ve a good mind,” the young lieutenant mused as he obeyed his senior, “to
ask old Sayres to put in a word for
I guess he would. He’s
me with Kitty.
such a good old boy, and he says himself
it’s a shame such wealth should leave the

country.”

ACCOMMODATIONS.

DatTalo Will lie Alile to Tnke Care of
Exposition Visitors.

The principal adulterants Illustrated
will be preservatives and coloring matters, and In connection with coloring
matters bkeins of white silk will be
shown colored with the dyes extracted
from food products. This exhibit will
not only be typical of manufactured
and adulterated foods, but will also be
educational In showing the character
of these foods and their value as nutrients.
An Illustration of the beet sugar Industry of the United States will be
given. A largo map will show by shaded areas the parts of the country best
suited to the growth of sugar beets
This
with a high content of sugar.
map will also show the locations of existing sugar factories as well as the locations of those which are In process of
or

du-

rable road.
It Is believed that this exhibit will
be unique in character and not only of
great Interest to those who believe In
good roads, but also attractive and Instructive to the public at large.
Elbebt L. Lewis.

use.

building

a

WAY

a

memory,
The futxzre but a dream;
Behind us are the shadow* gray.
Ahead the rainbow’s gleam.
'Tis in the day we’re living,
So wholesome to the sight:
Alone the happy sunshine flood*
A vital world with light.

x

American Exposition can hardly be estimated. In this exhibit will be shown
pure foods and food adulterants.
There will be displayed in an attractive form the principal typical manufactured foods in a state of purity. Each
of the exhibits will be accompanied by
analytical data showing the composition and nutritive value of the sample.
In connection with these will be illustrated the principal adulterated forms
of these foods, accompanied with a
statement showing the nature of the
adulterant and the amount thereof contabled In a given quantity of food.
The principal adulterants employed
will also be Illustrated In bulk with
statements showing their properties
and the dangers of their indiscriminate

KOOI.I9II

Tho pa*=t is but

He laughed again ns he recalled the
pas seul of the retired warrior.
“High kicking, like a colt, and he must
be 50. I shall make her laugh over that.
Poor old boy.”
They drove together to the Bain cottage and found the music already playThe popularity of “old Sayres”
ing.
was

very evident.

“Dear old major—so obliging and unselfish and so reliable!” said the chaperons.

“Dear old major! It’s a pity he’s so
He’s more fun
poor and getting old.
than half the younger men,” said the

girls.
“Good old boy! When a man’s in doubt,
ask the major,” said the young men.
The major managed to enjoy two
dances, the second \t*ith his little favorite, the heiress, Emily Bain. Then he
handed her over to Dill with a laugh and
an elaborate sigh.
“It’s sad, when I could dance all night.
However, I yield you to good hands, Miss
Bain. Dill’s my peculiar care, you know,
and, though he’s only an untitled American officer, I beseech your goodness for
him. Princes are proverbially”—
“Major,” said the girl, “how often have
I told you that I would rather be, if I
were a
man, an American officer thau
anything else?”
A young looking matrcfa, who would
hardly have been taken for Miss Bain’s
mother, signed to the veteran with her
eyes to come to her. As she did so. Prince
The
Paccadini moved from her side.
titles looked sullen.
man of age worn
Bain
looked
Mrs.
annoyed.
“Major, she said. “I think we had bettor do it tonight and put a stop to Em's

caprices.”
“Is she naughty again?” Sayres asked.
“She promised me to be good.”
“Good! The poor prince is furiously
jealous, and no wonder. Look at her!
Her eyes are simply beaming upon that
You have such inyoung pauper. Dill.
fluence over these young men I wonder
you do not tell him at once that he’s making a—a fool of himself. Em’s not going
I wish you
to marry a poor nobody.
would, major, like the dear old fellow
are.”
you always
“Old?” said the major.
“I am old, and you are immensely older
than I am; so don’t be angry. At any
rate, you are old enough to trust.”
“What is it you are going to do tonight?” Sayres asked abruptly.
“Announce Em’s engagement to the
prince and put a stop to all this nonsense.”
“Without Em’s consent?”
“She’s a good, sensible girl when she
She will see the
takes time to think.
folly of throwing away such a chance.”
“For happiness?”
“Of course. For place and power, with
wealth. Is not that happiness?”
The major smiled. Mothers are very
young sometimes and have not lost the
traditional selflshness of youth. The major fancied that Mrs. Bain realized very
well that place and power would accrue in
their just measure to the still youthful
and handsome mother-in-law of a prince.
“So,” said the lady determinedly, “you
have my full authority to announce the
betrothal.”
“Wouldn’t you—ah—wait to speak to
Em? It might be something of a shock.”
She’ll
Take her by surprise.
“No.
yield, the foolish child.”
into
the
crowd
of
off
Sayres moved
guests and sought out Dill.
“Dill,” he said, “don’t shy; don’t
fwear; don’t give yourself away. I have
•»ur hostess’ authority to announce Miss
Bain’s engagement to Prince Paccadini.”
Dill turned white, but never moved.
“Emil—Miss Baiu—has just told me
that she was not engaged to the prince
and, and—in fact, I
or anybody else,
hoped that—oh, da”—
The best thing Miss
“Don’t swear.
Bain can do, if she won’t be forced into
this marriage, is to assert herself boldly
and at once. Why don’t you assist her?”

What

‘Oh,

I do?”
Loehinvar is come out of
the major quoted with a

can
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young

the west,*
wink.
Dill jumped at the spur.
“Major,” he said, as his eyes iit up, “if
It were possible! Would she? By Jovel
I could do it. Her mother would never
consent, and—and enough of our beauties
have gone to foreign countries already.”
“And of our wealth.”
“Two million,” said Dill excitedly. “It’s
a ghastly shame!
Though, of course, as
you know, major, that is nothing to me.”
“Certainly not,” said the good old boy,
“I might, for Miss Bain’s sake, help her
out of the very unpleasant position her
mother has forced her into, Dill.”
“You dear old chap! What shall I do?
I shall speak to Em at once.”
’Twould ’tract ’tenshun,” the major
murmured, catching Dill’s arm. “I shall
see her myself.
Leave it to me.”
“Major,” cried Dill, “you are the best
old fellow in the world, and Em and I
shall never forget it. Of course we all
know you are sometimes pressed. Any*
thing I can do after my marriage”—
The major puffed a little bit. Men of
his age, growing stout, are liable to puff.
Dill did not notice it.
“This night will be worth ten thousand
to you,” whispered Dill enthusiastically,
and again the toe of Sayres’ right boot

wiggled instinctively.
It was toward the end of the supper
that the daring elopement became known
—toward the end of a supper during
which Prince Paccadini had been congratulated until his graceful smile seemed fixed on his face. Miss Bain’s sudden
sickness and absence in her room for
awhile had been ascribed to her modest
desire to postpone her share of these congratulations. Dill’s departure had been
attributed to chagrin. Therefore, when
a
maid whispered in the hostess* ear,
startled people saw Mrs. Bain flop in a
faint. She recovered quickly. Paccadini
stood out, dignified, but disappointed.
“She is mad!” cried madam.
“That

nddittonal

ft-
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News

other

see

Sue—You said you were going to marry
artist, ami now you’re engaged to a
ieutist.
Flo—Well isn’t be an artist?
in

page**

tie draws from real life?
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Ellsworth People.

Mrs. Freeman Kent and her daughter
Ellen went to Rockland last Thursday for

No chance for

medical treatment.
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Jessie Bailey is very ill at her
home in Camden. Two of her children
ar6 here with her mother, Mrs. ClHra
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ift anything for fear of twinges. I have
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lays:

island, who has
been ill of brain fever and was taken from
the vessel in which he went to a hospital
in Virginia, is home. He is now feeling
as

more

postmistress

letter half is

Mina Gott is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Hattie Stanley.
Miss Gott came
here feeling poorly, but has gained steadily in health.

well

says

Veteran J. G. Gray, of East Surry, whose

Miss
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case.

lots

We have
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nearly
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lot

last attempt, and I
more

of

Doan’s Kid-

good

in

a

be-

short

any or all the medicines that I
I got them at Wiggin’s drug

Ellsworth when in town

one day,
change the first box made was
light
Doan’s Kidney Pills
next Tuesday. Then Mr. Clark and his 1 lurprising to me.
■
men will take the steamer on Wednesday,
:ertainly did me good, and I think them a
nas
taicen
ner
rorce:
scounurei, uni,
Dy
10 Jjiooey jsianu, west oi ivihciiihh,
jreat remedy.”
Prince, I myself shall restore her to going
to make repairs on the buildings of the I
For sale by all dealers; pric9 50 cents
your arms. Where is Major Sayres? He
there.
station
light
will help me. He loved Em like a daughbox. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
ter.”
According to custom, the men of the
if., sole agents for U S.
“The old boy slipped off before sup- life-saving station left the station at
per,” some one said. “He’s probably tuck- Islesford, at midnight, May 31. After a
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take

ed in bed at his hotel.”
“Send for him!” cried Mrs. Bain.
“Prince, I don’t know how to apologize
I won’t wait for Sayres! I’ll go
to you!
myself! Prince, stay here, please, and it
will all be explained.
That young villain, Dill! Emily must have known he
cared more for her money than for her.
Prince, I am humiliated dreadfully. Pray
forgive! I shall horsewhip Dill myself!
Prince, be calm!
My poor abducted
daughter! Oh, that wicked young man!
I am beside myme!
Prince, embrace
self!
My darling Emily!
My dear

priaee!”
Once
haste.

there was mounting in hot
With luck, they might catch the
more

fugitives before the western express
stopped at S., 12 miles away. They had
luck. They caught the train, and they
caught Dill, and Dill had a dreadful time
it between screeches and hauls and
and maledictions and the dodging
Mrs. Bain’s horsewhip.
“I don’t know where she is!” he yelled
at last from behind a chair in a corner of
the hotel room. “I’ve been fooled and
trapped! It’s a ghastly fraud! Where’s
of

pushes

of

Sayres?”
“Sayres!”
“Yes, Sayres!

He

was

to

bring her

here to me!”

“Sayres?”
Mrs. Bain screamed and fainted again.
A groom galloped up.
“Major Sayres and Miss Emily, they
druv off an hour ago at a gallop, mum, in
the opp’site direction, mum, you went,
and I did my best to catch up and tell
you, but you traveled that hard”—
“Major Sayres! That dear old boy!
Impossible!” the crowd gasped.
It was quite possible, as Emily’s letter
explained a week afterward.
“I was worried to desperation, mother,
by your determination to marry me off.
I could not bear it! You always told me
to listen to the major’s advice, and I
have.
Among all the men about me,most of whom were running after my
money, I believe he was the only honest
one.
So I gave him some advice at last,
which may have been unmaidenly, but,
as I say, I was desperate.
I'm sorry for
The part he played
Lieutenant Dill.
onnmml

pnthnv lio vd

nn

him

Hnfr tho

m■,-

jor said it would serve him jolly well
right and teach him to bo respectful to
his seniors. The major always acts for
the best, and I know I shall be very, very
happy with him, for he is such a dear,
dear old boy.”—New York Sun.
She Saw the Point.

“Hereafter,” said the progressive wo“I shall cease to be Mrs. John
Smith. There is no reason why a woman
should lose her individuality because she
marries, and, like other advanced women,
I shall insist upon being Mrs. Margaret
Smith socially as well as in my club
work. Even my calling cards dhall bo
thus engraved.”
“What would you think of me,” asked
the mean man, “if I worked to get something as if it were the only thing on
earth worth having and then threw it
away as soon as I have secured possession of it?”
“I should say you didn’t know your
own mind,” answered the aggressive woman,

man.

“Precisely,” said the mean man.
“But I don’t see the application,” persisted the aggressive woman. Just the
same a dangerous glitter appeared in her
eyes, and a moment later she exclaimed,
“I didn’t exert myself to get your old
name, so there, now.”—Chicago Post.
Two Series of Remarkable Numbers.

Professor Asaph Hall has drawn attention to the following series of numbers,
which are here given without remark:
1x9+2=11
12x9+3=111
123x9+4=1111
1234x9+5=11111
12345 x 9+ 6=111111
123450x9+7=1111111
1234507 x 9+ 8=11111111
12345078x9+9=111111111
lx8+l=9
12x8+2=98
123 x 8+3=987
1234x8+4=9870
12345 x 8+5=98705
123456 x 8 +6=9S7G54
1234567 x 8+7=9S70543
12345678x 8+8=98705432
123456789 x 8+9= 9S7054321.

Usually Cleaned It Out.

Jackson—Dey’ll neber suspect me ob
robbin de roost. I took good care ter t’row
all suspicion offeu me.
Johnson—How’s that?
Jackson—I left two chickens in de

coop!—Puck.
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jcnuine stamped C. C. C. Never sold In bulk.
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

Bangor Fri-

"something just as good."

visit.

Mrs. F. H.

Harden and

daughter Veva

ILegal Xoticcs.

Bucksport Friday.

Snow, who has been visiting Mrs.
A. H. Sargent, returned home Wednesday.
Mrs.

June 10.

Hancock
Court.
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Louisa M. Alcott was one of those
strong spirits whose lot it is to give, not
to receive; to support, not to lean; to
cheer, not to complain; to help, not to be
helped. Such brave, self reliant ones
command no sympathy and often suffer
from a loneliness which their friends little suspect, lu secret they have their
hours of weakness. They have moments
of feeling hurt and neglected and are
often pathetically grateful for some little attention.
In Miss AJcott’s journal appears this
sad record: “My birthday; 30- Spent
alone, writing hard. No presents but
father’s tablets. I never seem to have
many presents, as some do, though i
give a good many. That is best, perhaps,
and makes a gift very precious when it
does come.” This was like her brave, unselfish soul.
Aunt Nacy—Think of studyin’ to be
doctor, eh? Don’t you do it.
Young
Aunt Nancy—
Man— Why not, aunty?
You can’t git no practice till ye g t
married, an ye can’t git) married till ye

why.'"

cr.

_While There lajLlfe There isSHope.'^:
I waiJ'afllIctecTwIth catarrh; could* neither

nor smell ami could hear but II*tie
Kl>’s
Oeam Rslm cure*! It.—Marcus G. Shautz, Rah
way, N. .1.
The Balm reached me safely and the effect Is
surprl-lng My son says the llrst application
R« spectfully, Mra. Frank
fsve decided relief.

taste

Itn V.n.m.an

.rnr

V

IT

The Buim does not irritate or cause sneezing.
Sol.i by <1 rue gists. 50 eta. or mailed by Ely
Brothers. 5fi Warren St. New York.

|

“The Doctors told me my cough was incurable One Minu eCough Cure made me
a well man
Norris Silver, North Stratford, N H. Because you’ve not found relief from a stubborn cough, don’t despair.
One Minute Cough Cure has cureo thousands and it will cure you. Safe and sure.
Wtootn # Moork.

i
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KIDNEYS HADE

WELL

BT

BAILEY’S

IHPERIAL^ DROPS.

Extracts from testimonial of A.

Hopkins,

of West Tremont, Me.

[S.

:

“For a long time my kidneys were
in fearful shape, and tile doctors could
not help me. I had to give up work;
everybody considered my case hopeless.
Then 1 was induced to try your Imperial Drops. The very first bottle
helped me, and I have kept up the
treatment so that now I have regained
a great deal of my former health and
strength and am steadily improving.’’
All

druggists

Drops;

sell

Bailey’s Imperial

j

|
1

j

4.
The apprehension above stated to exist
creates a cloud upon the said Greely’s title to
said land, anil depreciates the market value of
his property therein.
Wherefore the said Greely prays that each
md all said persons in any way claiming any
right, title or interest in any of said lands by,
through or under the said William Pearce
Parrott, be summoned before the court to
how cause why they, or either of them,
hould not bring action to try their, or his,
title to the above-described premises.
Everard H. Greely.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
Subscribed and sworn to beforp me this
twenty-fourth day of May, a. d. 1901.
Leonard M. Moore,
Notary Public.
(L. S.)
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court, in
vacation. Ellsworth, May 27, 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition ordered—That
the said petitioner cause an attested copy
thereor aud of this order to bt- published in
the Ellsworth American, a public uewspaper
published at Ellsworth, in said county, three
weeks su' cessively, the last publication to be
three weeks before the term of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for said county, on the second
Tuesday of October next, that all persons interested in the subject mat er of said petition
may then and there appear before tne said
court and be heard theron.
Andrew P. Wisweld,
Chief Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy, Attest:
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TITHEREAS Ada R. Candage, of filuehill,
in the county of Hancock, and State of
y\
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated September 6. a. d. 1897, and recorded in the Hancock
registry of deeds, book 317, page 150, conveyed
to Giles Webber, of Brooklin, in said county
and State, a certain lot or parcel of real estate
situated on Bluehill Neck, iu said town of
Bluehill, and bounded and described as follows
Bounded easterly by Bluehill bay; souther-,
iy by land formerly owned by Revere Miuiug
Co.; westerly by the highway leading from
Bluehill Falls to Brooklin; northerly by land
of Otis M. Candage, it being the same premises conveyed to Ada R. Candage by Otis M.
Candage by two deeds recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds, book 315, pages 424 and
426; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Grace E. Webber,
Administratrix estate of Giles Webber.
June 4.1901.

50c. per bottle.

-p TOBACCO SPIT

|

1

and SMOKE
Your Lifeawayl

be cured of any form of tobacco using
easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
new life and vigor by taking MO-TO-BAC,
that makes weak men strong.
Many gain
ten
pounds in ten days. Over 800,000
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. BookAadress STERLING
let and advice FREE.
437
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
can

«

inquiry.

a

that’s

Judicial

17WERARD

H.

git practice,

STATE OF MAINE.
ss:—To the
Supreme

H. GREELY, of Eden, in said
county, respectfully informs and petitions the said court as follows:
1.
He, the said Everard H. Greely. is in the
ictual present possession of the followinglescribed real estate, situated in Gouldsboro,
The main island of Long
Lii said county, yii
Porcupine Island in Frenchman’s Bay, ana
the small island now called “The Hop”, and
“Ash’s
Nubble”, connected
formerly called
with the main island by a bar: and he and
those under whom he claims title have been
in actual and uninterrupted possession of all
said real estate for more than ten years be[oie the making of this petition.
2.
He, the said Everard H. Greely, claims
and has an estate of freehold, to wit, an estate in fee simple, in all of said real estate,
which said estate and title came to him
through a complete chain of valid mesne conveyances from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. and also through a complete chain
of valid mesne conveyances from one Benjamin Ash, Svho had acquired title thereto by
adverse possession.
3.
An apprehension exists that some person or persons unknown, claiming as heirs,
devisees or assigns, or in some other way, by,
through or under one William Pearce Parrott,
deceased, claim some right, title or interest
in the said premises ad verse to his, the said
Everard H. Greely’s said estate of fee simple;
and the said Greely further specifically
illeges on oath that the persons, names anil
residences of each and all of said supposed
claimants are unknown to him, after diligent

Brave and Unaelflah.

You

CATHARTIC

stays there in his stead.
of shipwreck, the men will go to

COLLECTOR'S NOTICE OF TAX SALE.
Non-resident taxes in the town of Trenton, in
the county of Hancock, for the year 1900.
rilHE following list of taxes on real estate
JL of non-resident owners in the town of
Trenton for the year 1900, in bills committed
to L. S. Hopkins, receiver of taxes for said
town, on the tenth day of May, nineteen hundred, has been recommitted to me by the assessors as remaining unpaid on the nineteenth
day of March, 1901, by their warrant of that
date, and now remains unpaid; aud notice is
hereby given that if the said tax and charges
are not paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due,
will, without further notice, be sold at publicauction, at Evergreen hall, in said town, on
the fifteenth day of July, 1901, at nine o’clock
in the forenoon.
No. of
Tax on
Owner.
acres. Value, real est.
G. A. Phillips, wood lot
situated in Trenton
formerly land of heirs
William Thompson,
525 $1,800
$35.19
T. J. Hopkins,
Constable of Trenton.
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in awaiting customers. Our stock is up to
are
all right.
date and our prices
We allow no one to undersell ns,
nor do we allow any to sl ow a stock which is more up-to-date than' ours.
Style, taste and quality are the prominent featmes ot our business. I’articular attention is called to the above statement and apply it to our
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mattings,

curtains, draperies and house furnishings
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cheaper than any other house in New
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You can do worse than
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with

M. GALLERT,
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goods.

white;

specialty of everything
Fine organdies and
needed for graduates.
muslins from 25c to $1.25 per yard. Hosiery
from 25c to $2.50 per pair. Fans, gloves,
corsets, ribbons, lace handkerchiefs, muslin

*

<

tailor-made suit for women from $5 to $25; dress
skirt from $3 to $7.„0: Albatross waist from $2.30 to $3.50; wash waist,
50c to $3.50; silk or satin waist, S3 to $7.30; petticoats, $3 to $10. Dress goods, silks and dies* trimmings,
Extra bargain in 100 dozen of children's heavy cotton
all new^ goods at prices which defy competition.
hose at 12 1-2C, worth nearly double.
Daces and Embroideries—The finest assortment we have ever shown.

0
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but never any better.
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Seal Cove.

Robinson b«s shipped as seaschooner “E. S. Potter”, Capt. E.

Herbert
man on

P.

Sawyer.

Rev. Nathan Hunt, of the Maine Baptist missionary society, has been holding
some very interesting meetings, which
are

well attended.

tasty, Mrs. Farrin and Mrs. Banker havThe village iming them in charge.
provement society furnished dinner in
the upper hall. Ninety-one tickets were
sold.' The society feels very grateful for

kindly aid given by those not members of the society, also for the appreciation of its efforts expressed by the D. L.
Weare post.
June 11.
H.
the

Green LaKe.

B.

Higgins

E.

Capt. L. C. Ober is home from a few
days’ stay in Bangor where he has been as
a grand juror at the June term of the

license.

United States district

business.

court.
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a

guide’s
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small

the Ocean house.

Kev. Nathan Hunt,
of Charleston,
preached here Sunday morning.
Mrs. Will Ward and Mrs. Vernon King
have each started
The

Nye

County Neu%st

a

home

Talcott,

Misses

arrived at their

bakery.

Bangor,

of

cottage for the

have

summer.

Mrs. Minnie Stanley with her son, from

A number of Bangor and Brewer people
Capt. E. P. Sawyer and Mate C. R.
Monbegan light, is visiting her mother,
Sawyer made a short visit with their spent Sunday at their cottages.
Mrs. Fernald.
families, while their vessel, the “E. S.
Bert Spencer, station agent at Nicolin,
Sam King has returned from the hosPotter”, was loading at Sound.
spent Sunday with his father, K. S. pital in Boston where he has been for
A horse belonging to J. S. Powers was Spencer.
an operation.
badly frightened by an automobile a few
Several salmon were taken Sunday. A.
Albert Foss is enjoying a visit from bis
and
Mrs.
Powers
daughter, E. Buck was
days ago.
high line, with three salmon mother from Boston. She expects to
the occupants of the carriage,
dangerously near a smash-up. The
same automobile, in crossing the woods
toward Southwest Harbor, got stuck in a
muddy spot in the road. The owner was
obliged to secure the services of Capt. L.
R. Sprague and horses to extricate the
vehicle.
D.
June 9.
who

were

and

came

South Hancock.
Mrs. G. P. Haven has

been quite ill the
pane two weeks, but is improving.
Young has been at Grand Lake
past week with a fishing party.

R. H.
tne

Brothers

Bunker

McAlister,

and

of

Granite lodge, Eden, visited Leonard
Wooster lodge, I. O. G. T., last Tuesday
evening. Their remarks were much en-

joyed.
Mrs. L. W. Bunker, of Eastbrook, has
been visiting at J. P. Walker’s the past
Mr. Bunker and little Muriel Wilbur spent Sunday there. Mrs. Bunker
week.

returned home with them.

June 10.
East

W.

Sullivan.

Day exercises in the hall
passed off very successfully. The address
by Sumner P. Mills was one of the best
Music by
ever delivered before the post.
the Winter Harbor

band

joyed.

was

Tbe

trout.

Game Warden Perkins

was

in town to-

day investigating a case of fishing which
took place before ice was out of the
lake this spring. A hearing will take

place in Bangor
Bailey.

to-morrow before

Judge

June 11.
Cape Rosier.
Miss Abbie

Binging

was

in

The decorations

much

en-

charge of Mr.
pretty and

were

Twentieth Century Medicine.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are as

joining

Stanley’s.
/
Miss Mamie King, who has been visither
Mrs.
ing
sister,
Calderwood, at Lincolnville, came borne last week. Her sis-

Wallace

J
visiting

is

came

at

Blake is

with her.

expected Saturday

59,000 pounds
Friday. This is

landed

Parker’s wharf

at

Leonard”, Capt.

“Margaret

Bunker,

Willis
fish

Mllly

William

Schooner

Undercliff.
Miss

spend the summer here.
Mrs. Lucinda Johnson, of Waltham,
Mass., is building a bouse on the lot ad-

ter

of
an

unusually good catch.
E.

JuuelO.

to visit friends here.

There is need of a boat here either from
Belfast or Rockland. It is hoped that the

Someavllle.

“Castine”, Capt. Coombs,

general cargo for the merchants.
E. Pray and daughter Lucie arrived Tuesday from Cambridgeport to

may take

one

of

M. A. Blake attended the exercises
graduation and examination at E. S.
N. S., Castine, June 4. Her niece, MIsb
Louise A. Bates, of South Brooksvllle,
was one of the graduates.
June 10.
B.
Mrs.

the

summer.

Heze S. Richardson

Atherton.

The public improvement society gave a
supper Tuesday night, the proceeds of
which will be used tor the sidewalk.
June 10.
D.
Seawall.

Helen Morgan has gone to Bansummer.

graduated

from the

His
Bucksport seminary last week.
sister, Mrs. J. A. Somes, attended the
graduation.
Children’s

There was a dance at Riverside hall Saturday evening, conducted by Pearl

Day

was

observed

concert in the

here

by

a

The programme

evening.
was well carried out.
The collection was
for the church repair fund. Mr. Kinney,
In a pleasing manner, gave some advise
to the children, which was good for the
older

ones as

well.

JuuelO.

H.

Mariaville.

The Free Baptist society of this place
was reorganized last week, and took the
necessary steps toward the building of a
new

church in

of the one burned

place

two years ago. Charles F. Silsby is president of the society, E. G. Brimmer, clerk
and treasurer, Rev. 8. A. Thurlow and J.

far ahead of ancient pill poisons and
Mrs. Mary Soule, who has been stopliquid physic as the electric light of ping at Mrs. Malina Newman’s, moved
the tallow candle. Genuine stamped into her new house at the head of the
C. Gordon, executive committee. A buildC. C. C. Never sold in bulk. All harbor last week.
ing committee, composed of Rev. 8. A.
June 10.
druggists, ioc.
Dolly.
Thurlow, Augustus Jordan and J. C.
Gordon, was appointed. Work on the
church,

new
4444A**aaaaaaajl

Inew
♦
*
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vegetables.

Beans, Peas, Cucumbers, Asparagus,
Jfew Potatoes, Bunch Beets.

| SALMON.
|

Penobscot River—best cuts, 25c.

| Washington

Co. Lobsters

On sale the day they

are

boiled—15c.

GILES

a

&

I

BURRILL.

|

The

for

which

aging sum has already
begin soon.

I

j

New

I

Market.

|

“Lady,

been

an

encour-

raised, will

won’t you kindly give a
cents?” Nine cents? Why

poor
don’t
you ask for a dime and be done with it?”
“Oh, no, lady, I knows the sex too well.
I wuz onct a married man.”
man

nine

Excitement is often the cause of strange
telegrams, as well of other manifestations.
A

everything.”
Mrs. Livermore's First

man

gers on
almost

who bad been

shipwrecked
by a miracle.
a

one

of the passen-

vessel

was

rescued

arriving at a
place from which he could send a telegraphic message, he forwarded the
following dispatch to his brother: “I am
saved. Try to break it gently to my
wife.”
On

Educate Tour Bowels With Cascarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c.25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.

A BUCKSPORT

CHURCH AT SEAL HARBOR.
Church
Organized
Thursday.
Seal Harbor, June 10 (special)—An
ecclesiastical council of the neighboring

Congregational

There Last

Congregational churches met
bor Thursday and organized

at Seal Har-

Congregational church of Seal Harbor.
The coucil assembled at Seaside hall at
3 p. in., and was called to order by Rev.
Rev. J. 8.
Charles Whittier, of Bangor.

Penman,

of

Bangor,

tbo

modera-

chosen

was

tor, and Rev. C. N. Davie, of Islosford,
clerk.

of the council and

Aside from members

proposed cburch,

the members of the

a

assembled for the

number of the friends

service.

afternoon

a Congregafrom permanent resident
presented by Rev. A. P

A statement of the need of
tional church
members

was

McDonald

and

claims of the

residents

presented by Prof. W.

ably
After a

were

Brown.

A.

consideration, it

careful

The

Sniallidge.

W. S.

summer

the

was

unan-

organization of

imous vote that the

a

Congregational church was advisable, expedient and very necessary.
A public reception was given to the visiting delegates in the parlor of Seaside
inn, after which the council, the mem-

Speech.
interview Mrs. Mary A. Liver- bers of the new cburch and their friends
more gave a graphic account of the fir»t adjourned to the spacious dlniDg hall to
time she spoke in public. She said:
enjoy the dinner so well arranged and so
“My first speech was made in 1861, at delightfully served by the landlords, A. &
Dubuque, la. I was ‘scared to death.’ I J. Clement.
talked for fully 20 minutes without hear- |
The evening audience crowded the hall,
ing my voice or seeing the audience. The many being
compelled to stand. The folknees
knocked together would
way my
members were received into the
have made the knocking of Belshazzar’s lowing
Rev. A. P.
a piece of folly.
Then the people became new church by acting pastor,
clearer. I could pick out the faces of my McDonald: Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Srnallfriends in the densely packed hall. Then, idge, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clement, Mrs.
as I paused, there came a startling burst
Emily Pung, Mrs. Emily J. Pink ham,
of applause that made me jump and look
Mrs. Lenora McCrae, Miss Bertha Lanaround, thinking something had given caster, Mrs. Addle Clement, Mr. and Mrs.
way.
David Marshall, Mrs. Annie Carter.
“This effort was followed by a deluge
The right hand of fellowship was exof invitations.
‘Come and make us the
tended to the new members by Rev. J. S.
same speech you did at Dubuque,’ was
echoed from all parts of the country. At xeiiiiiHii. x ue prayer ox consecrauoix was
that time I was very much averse to wo- offered by Rev. Charles Whittier.
Then followed short addresses by Rev.
men’s speaking in public. I didn’t believe
in it.
I doubted the wisdom of it.
But R. Owen, Rev. C. N. Davie and Prof. W.
Adams Brown. The Lord’s supper was
my interest in it grew, because I felt that
the women must be started up to look commemorated, Rev. J. M. Adams and
after the needs of our soldiers, the men
Rev. R. Owen officiating, assisted by Dea.
being so busy.
E. R. Burpee, Bangor, and Dea. Gilley, of
In

an

Woman** Dread of Isolation.

The young wife taken from among affectionate relatives ami installed in a
home of her own meets for the first time
the test of character that searches out
her very soul, life and ambition.
Surrounded with all that money can procure, she Is lonely and uncomfortable
in her new kingdom. The novelty at first
may counteract any fear or depression of
monotony, but ns the days and weeks
pass there grows up a morbid longing for
old scenes and faces.
Her husband is
away from her most of the day, and she
finds it impossible to create a new world
of thought and work to occupy her mind
during the dull hours. Her nerves become unsettled.
Each day she fears the
departure of her husband and the necesof
sity
being alone, but, ashamed of her
own weakness, she conceals the suffering
that daily torments her.
Eventually a
nervous breakdown may precipitate matters, but even the cause of it is not always apparent to either the wife or husband.—A. S. Atkiuson, M. D., in Woman’s Home Companion.
Wlien FIm1» Are Fresh.

In the first place, says Ella Morris
Kretschmar in Good Housekeeping, the
fish itself—is it fresh? Madam, if you
can tell silk from calico you should be
able to determine that point, such knowledge being p*rt of an intelligent equipment for life. But your education is deficient? Then know that a fresh fish is
firm of flesh (so firm that pressure will
aot leave an indentation), and full eyed,
that it has bright scales, stiff fins, red
[jills (never pale nor liver colored), and
finally that its odor is neither marked nor
anpleasant. Fulfilling these conditions a
fish is both fresh and in its “right season” for use; lacking such indications it
is not worth a moment’s consideration,
for a stale fish is not merely disappointmg to the pa'.ate, but is an unwholesome
ibomination.
“From the water to the pot” alone fulBlls the epicure’s ideal; but since these
conditions caunot often be commanded
these tests are a safe guide.

with

spend

Sedgwick.

Mrs.

arrived Sun-

Mrs. L.

of

gor to work this

Pray”

Schooner “Kate L.

Islesboro, day

of these routes.

Rev. E. S. Drew and family have gone
to Hodgdon to spend their vacation.

The Memorial

Martin.

one

Away From Home Girl.
“Write your home letters regularly and
in
touch with your parents and old
keep
friends by weekly correspondence,” writes
Margaret E. Snngster in The Ladies’
Horne Journal, addressing girls who have
gone from home into the world to seek
their livelihood.
“Never let a Sunday
afternoon drift out without your hour
spent in an intimate and loving letter to
the dear mother. This is a good occupation for Sunday, and I can hardly tell
you how minute and confidential and affectionate this writing should be.
But
there is no need.
You know what you
like to hear from home nnd what mother
and father most long for when your letI follow those letters. Mothters come.
er is in the kitchen, washing the dishea.
She wipes her hands and sits down in the
low rocking chair by the window where
the lilac is beginning to bud.
Father
stands between the table and the door,
waiting to hear what you have said
and aware that he must wait until mother has satisfied her heart with the first
reading. Then it will be his turn. To
them both you arc, and you will always
be, just their own little girl, and you can
never send them a line which they will
not scan with eagerness.
So never put
off your family at home with a scrappy,
hurried scrawl. Take time and tell them

A Wasted Effort.

“Yes, sir, I did my best to train my
laughter up as an accomplished parliaI took her to meetings to
mentarian.
Stive her a chance to listen to the rulings
able chairmen, and I had her learn
the textbooks on tire subject by heart.
[ thought I had her perfect In the busiShe attended
ness, bnt I was mistaken.
ei convention not long ago, and
pretty
soon she had a chance to appeal from a
iecidedly unjust ruling of the chair, and
bow do you suppose she did it?”
“Well?”
“She was excited, you know, and this
is what she said: ‘You are a mean old
Fright, and 1 just hate you! So there!’
And then she bunt into tears and sat
lown.
No, sir, woman’s nature will
have to change before she will ever become
a
parliamentarian.” Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
of

—

Choonlnfr Flovrera.

In making a choice of flowers for an
entertainment the color scheme of one’s
rooms should be first taken into account
and only such varieties of flowers used
as will harmoniously blend with it.
A red dining room is effectively decorated with American Beauty roses or the
ordinary red roses, or, if ono cannot afford such expense, red carnations may be
substituted. The candle shades, cakes,
bonbons. Ices, etc., can easily be made to
carry out the color scheme.
When asked as to what flowers he sold
the most of for decorating purposes at
aight, a fashionable florist replied that he
bad orders for all kinds, with the possible exception of violets. These dainty little flowers should only be used for luncheons or other functions in the daytime,
is they are too somber by artificial light.
Beauty Sleep.
of the great beauties of the
world have testified to the value of
sleep. Under its influence every muscle
The
is relaxed and all care dispelled.
heart beats slower, gaining new vigor for
the waking hours. A midday nap, if only
5f a few minutes’ duration, is wonderfully refreshing, and it is generally conceded
that sleep during the earlier hours of the
aight is far more beneficial than that obtained after midnight.

Nearly all

Southwest Harbor.
The

new

bright

church starts off with

prospects. As a wedding gift, the Central
church, Bangor, presented a communion
service. A friend has given |*J50 towards
a church
building that must soon be
erected, as there is at present no place in
the village large enough to hold the audiences.
The

people cooperate most
resident people toward
the erection of a church.
During the
summer many emiueut leaders in religious thought will be heard. An effort
summer

heartily with

the

will be made to have

this

building

a

summer.

The
The Sultan
His nerves

erected

Way

It Is Said.
with a stifled scream.
shocked by a fearful dream.

awoke
were

of terrible Import and
Ills teeth all In one moment fell

An omen

Fclluvvs Has Been Telling One
to Politicians at Poland.
Up st the magnificent Poland Spring
house, (or throe days—Saturday, Sunday
and Monday-the Rickera aumptuoualy
of
entertained Maine officiate and membera
wives. The
tbe last legislature with their
whole house belonged to the guests lor
Oscar

days.
a reception
Saturday evening there was
a
to Gov. and Mrs. Hill, followed by
the three

and ball.

banquet

Hancock county people present were
and wife,
Col. H. E. Hamlin, F. U. Burrill
and
Buck
R.
wife,
Orland;
A.
Ellsworth;
Edward E. Chase and wife, Blueblll;
Mark L. Dodge and wife, Brooklln; O. F.
Fellows and wife, Buckeport; John W.
Vogoll,
Somes, Mt. Desert; John M.
Caatlne.
The Lewiston

Journal correspondent,
reporting the house party,
there's ‘‘no politics in it". He
says
proves (T) it by the following story;
who lias been

You might think that the smiling Oacar-he
from Buckaport—was button.holing that man
from York on the subject of the speakership
But that's where you arc wrong. Let us draw
near and listen.
Yob see now it Isn't.
Not a bit of III
Oscar Is telling bis bear story. This Is only
the eighteenth time be baa told it. He told it
four times on the train between Buckaport and
Bangor, el* times between Bangor and Water*
▼ille, three times from WatervMe down to Cumberland Junction, twice on the way from there
to Danville Junction, three timet on tbe coach
across the country, and now he's at It again for
the eighteenth—no, come to figure closely. It's
the nineteenth time. He's struck on that bear
story. It's the only !>ear story he ever had, and
lie wants folks to know about it.
It seems that Oscar bought a bear skin not
long ago. It waa green. Some of bis friends
were unkind enough to say that It was he and
not the bear skin that was green, but subsequent events proved them liars of the first
water. He only wanted the akin but as there
was a bear inside he
bought the whole outfit.
He didn’t want nil of the bear meat himself bo
he bulled the market on bear meat.
He went
round among his friends telling them what
great feed bear meat was. Said it knocked the
patent health foods sky-high. Nothing In tho
world was so good for the nerves and kidneys
A man who would confine himas bear meat.
Belf strictly to bear meat could snap his lingers
at the doctor and laugh at the undertaker, so
Fellows averred. But, he explained to all of
them, bears were so hard to find that bear meat
was a great rarity and its price was correspondingly high. He gave the market such a boom
that all iiucksport was clamoring for bear meat
and willing to pay any old price for owning a
chunx of the life-giving food.
When the
market was at Its height Fellows sold out his
holdings and out of that one carcass he cleaned
up enough to pay for the original price of the
whole bear, his expenses on the hunting trip—
and then had a fair sized batik account left.
That Is the Btory, substantially, as related by
Its hero, though i»crbaps 1 may have toned
Jown some of Its details—l never could exaggerate.
Now, do you wonder that we feel In duty
bound to accept the word of the politicians
when they tell us that they’re not talking
politics? Certainly not!

doubt,

LAKEWOOD.

out.

There

a sociable at P. V. Allen’s
Saturday evening.
Willie Franklin, who has been dangerously ill at North Ellsworth with appendicitis, is gaining, llis sister Eleanor has
been with him for several weeks.

His wise men assembled at break of day,
And stood at the throne In solemn array.
And when the terrible dream was told,
Each f61t a shudder, his blood ran cold.
And all stood silent in fear and dread,
And wonderlDg what was best to be said.

was

At length a soothsayer, wrinkled and gray,
Cried “Pardon, my lord, what I have to say;
’Tls an omen of sorrow sent from on
Thou shall see all thy kindred die.”

BEAR STORY.

iUmrrtisrmenta.

high,

Wroth was the Sultan; he gnashed his teeth,
Aud his very words seemed to hiss and seethe.

Don’t
Be

he ordered the wise man bound with chains,
And guve him a hundred stripes for his pains.
As

The wise men shook as the Sultan’s eye
Swept ’round to see who next would try:

i

But

oue of them, stepping before the
throne,
Exclaimed, In a loud and joyous tone:

Bilious.

“Exult, O head of a happy state!
Rejoice, O heir of a glorious fate!

Be forehanded,
and guard

For this is the favor thou shalt win,
to outlive all tby kin!”

against It;

O, Sultan,

Pleased was the Sultan, and called
And a hundred crowns to the wi»e

a

Get

men

gave.

But the courtiers nod, with grave, sly winks,
And each one whispers what each oue thinks :
“Well can the 8ultan reward and blame;
Didn’t both the wise men foretell the same?”

Be sure It Is
the "L. F." kind

Quoth the crafty old Vizier, shaking his head,
“So much may depend on the way a
thing’s sail]!”
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SREAR,

O

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Coa1’ Wood, Hay,

J

Sand, Hair, Itoscndale

Straw, Lime, Brick,

l

Cement, American

and

Imported Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain
Pipe,
Fire Brick,
Fire Clay Chimney Pipe,
Fire Clay,
Kerosene Oil,
Charcoal and Baled Shavings,
"

J

|

£et.

you

i

FRED

bottle of

a

“L. F.” Atwood’S
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

slave

5 Park

tideWe
New

OTTO

Rockland, riaine.

England

Telephone

coalillB

106-11.

Eastern

CLARION RANGES,
Pearl, Agate and

of

jthe

and

Heating,

Stoves.

Ware>

Fishing Tackle.
Hot Water and Steam

J. P.

o

][
]|

JJ
!

I\
!",
o

FURNACES, STOVES.
Blue-Flame Oil

and Tin

Main Street,

stage

Telephone 180-3.

Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Crockery

steam vessels at any

>

;

*

Coke for Domestic Use.

Street,

haVe f3cilities for

<

Heating.

ELDRIDQE,

.....

Ellsworth, Me.

